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Introduction 
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The pioneering work by Geman & Geman [42] and Besag [17] stimulated 
a surge of interest in statistical approaches to image analysis. Until re
cently, most attention has been given to segmentation or classification 
tasks, i.e. dividing an image into relatively homogeneous regions of dif
ferent type [71]. Following [17, 42], a Bayesian approach is usually taken, 
in which a Markov random field model is used as a prior distribution to 
impose smoothness on segmentations. Computational problems due to 
the high dimensionality of images are overcome by iterative algorithms 
relying only on the local characteristics of the probabilistic model. An 
efficient deterministic technique to find a locally optimal segmentation is 
Besag's Iterated Conditional Mode (ICM) algorithm. Realisations of the 
posterior distribution can be obtained by a Gibbs sampler and a simu
lated annealing schedule to approximate a globally optimal classification 
can be designed [42]. 

The goal of this monograph is to argue that the (continuous) Markov 
or Gibbs processes studied in stochastic geometry, spatial statistics and 
statistical physics [12, 97, 100, 101, 103] provide a rich collection of 
models usable in a broad range of problems in image analysis and spatial 
statistics. 

Object recognition is the task of interpreting a noisy image to iden
tify certain geometrical features. An object recognition algorithm must 
decide whether there are any objects of a specified kind in the scene, 
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and if so determine the number of objects and their locations, shapes, 
sizes and, spatial relationship. The image data are noisy and so:netimes 
blurred. There is a wide field of applications, including industrial robot 
vision, document reading, interpretation of medical scans [21], auto
mated cytology [82], classification of astronomical features [84, 104] and 
identification of grain structures in materials science. 

It is increasingly acknowledged that discrete Markov random fields 
(MRFs) are not the appropriate prior models to use in object recogni
tion. This is partly because geometrical shapes with smooth boundaries 
are unlikely to arise as realisations of a discrete MRF; but more im
portantly because the procedures that result from applying a discrete 
MRF model do not combine information 'globally' to identify geometri
cal shape. 

This issue is familiar from the computer vision literature as the dis
tinction between 'low-level' and 'high-level' vision. Low-level tasks such 
as segmentation, classification and tomographic reconstruction call for 
local (pixel neighbourhood) operations, converting the input image into 
another raster image. In high-level tasks such as object recognition and 
scene analysis we have to interpret the image globally, reducing it to a 
compact description (e.g. a vector graphics representation) of the scene. 

Here we study the problem of detecting an unknown number of objects 
of (usually simple) shape in an unknown spatial arrangement, possibly 
overlapping each other. This requires a prior stochastic model for the 
spatial arrangement of the objects. We propose to use the Markov object 
processes [12, 103] which have a simple mathematical form, and for which 
there is a natural analogue of the Gibbs sampler (a spatial birth-and
death process [12, 83, 97]). Thus, analogues of the ICM and simulated 
annealing algorithms can be developed. Also, some existing techniques 
in computer vision turn out to be equivalent to maximum likelihood 
methods. The use of Markov point process models was also proposed 
by Ripley and coauthors [84, 102, 104]. 

Alternative approaches have been described in recent studies [29 82 , ' 
84, 104] on recognising the shape of an interesting object (hand, galaxy, 
mitochondrion). The shape is described by a flexible template, typi
cally a polygon, with edge lengths and angles governed by a joint prior 
distribution, typically a r...farkov chain. 

\Ne claim that the general framework described above is flexible enough 
to be easily adaptable to various other tasks in high-level vision and spa
tial statistics that concern the clustering of (image) features; like in ob
ject recognition, these problems involve the extraction of an underlying 
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pattern from a given set of data (that is not necessarily in image form). 
Applications include large-scale edge detection [88], the identification of 
cluster centres in a point pattern [14, 24, 20, 92], but also the analy
sis of geological faults in relation to earthquakes or the reconstruction 
of ancient roads using archeological finds [111 J. Stochastic geometry is 
helpful in providing both the (conditional) modelling of the data given 
the underlying pattern of interest and the prior distribution. 

Apart from finding the centres of clustering, it is also of interest to 
partition the data into meaningful groups. We describe how sibling in
formation can be incorparated by means of auxiliary variables [18]. A 
connection with the classical k-means algorithm (see also [24]) is estab
lished and we note that under obvious conditions the nearest parent 
approximation [66, 67] is in fact a maximum likelihood estimator. 

It is interesting to note that the discrete Iv!RF priors used in image 
segmentation [17, 42] specify positive association between neighbouring 
pixel values, while the Markov object processes proposed here exhibit 
negative association or inhibition between neighbouring objects. In the 
case of spatial clustering Lav.:son [66] has used Poisson priors, in which 
the points have zero association, and the effect of the prior is simply to 
penalise configurations with large numbers of points. 

\Ve also study the Markov models themselves. Until recently attention 
focused on pairwise interaction models. These provide a flexible class for 
inhibition but they do not seem to be able to model clustered patterns 
and l\Ioller [85] has argued that nearest--neighbour patterns are better 
suited to this task. 

In support of this claim, we show that many cluster processes with 
bounded non-empty clusters fall within the class of nearest-neighbour 
l\farkov point processes. In particular, any Poisson cluster process with 
uniformly bounded clusters is :tvlarkov with respect to the connected 
component relation [12, p. 106] and if a Markov or nearest-neighbour 
Markov point process is used as the parent process in a cluster model, 
and the clusters are uniformly bounded and almost surely nonempty, 
then the cluster process is again nearest-neighbour Markov. These re
sults suggest that nearest-neighbour l\farkov processes may be suitable 
multiple-generation cluster models, see Kingman [63] and help to ex
plain why statistical inference for Poisson cluster processes based on 
interpoint distances ( cf. Baddeley and Van Lieshout [10]) bears so close 
a resemblance to that for Markov point processes. 

On the other hand, the Ripley-Kelly models also allow clustered pat
terns if interactions between more than two points or objects are per-
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We discuss a model that can exhibit both clustering [119] and 
arrording to the value of a single parameter. The model has 

of arbitrary high order and is closely related to the empty 

the research presented in this thesis was performed in collab

nrat ion with others. Chapter 2 is based on 

A.J. Baddeley and l'v1.N.M. van Lieshout. ICM for object 
In Comp~Ltational Statistics Y. Dodge and J. 

Whittaker (Eds). Volume 2, pp. 271-286. Heidelberg-New 

York: Physica/Springer 1992. 

A.J. Baddeley and :tv1.N.M. van Lieshout. Object recognition 
using Markov spatial processes. In Proceedings 11th !APR 
International Conference on Pattern Recognition pp. B 136-
139. Los Alamitos: IEEE Computer Society Press 1992. 

The model in Chapter 3 is reported in 

A . .J. Baddeley and M.N.M. van Lieshout. Area-interaction 
point processes. CWI Report BS-R9318, november 1993. 
Submitted to Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathe
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The deterministic algorithms in Chapter 4 can be found in 
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Chapter 2 

Maximum likelihood object recognition 

Object recognition can be formulated as a parameter estimation problem 
by direct analogy with the formulation of segmentation and classification 
[17, 40, 42] and in keeping with the general setup of Grenander [47, 48, 
49]. In this Chapter we define the object recognition problem, develop a 
simple maximum likelihood treatment, and show that this is very similar 
to some existing techniques in computer vision. 

2.1. OBJECT RECOGNITION 

Object recognition techniques are surveyed in [36, 95, 105]. They can 
be divided into methods such as region growing which detect an object 
of unspecified shape and size by characterising it as a region of homo
geneous pixel intensity (etc.), and template matching methods which 
compare the data image with a translated and rotated copy of a ref
erence shape and locate the optimal match [l 05]. Here we follow the 
template matching approach. 

Suppose the experimental data consist of an image y = (Yt ; t E T) 
where the 'image space' T is an arbitrary finite set. Apart from the usual 
two-dimensional rectangular grids, T could be a pair of grids (carrying 
left and right stereo images), a temporal sequence, etc. The observed 
value Yt at pixel t E T ranges over a set V that is arbitrary. Examples 
include {0,1} for binary images, {0,1, ... ,255} for 8-bit digitised grey 

level images or ~. 
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The class U of possible objects is an arbitrary set ('object space')· 
Typical examples would be the class of all polygons in 1R2 or all ~o~vex 
polyhedra in JR,3. However U need not be a class of subsets of 1R smce 
the specification of an object may also include properties like colour or 
surface texture. Section 3.1.1 discusses this further. Here we assume 
only that each object u E U determines a subset R(u) ~ T of image 
space 'occupied' by the object. 

An object configuration is simply a finite set of objects 

X = { X1, · • ·, Xn} 

where Xi E U, i = 1, · · ·, n, n 2: 0. The objects may be in any spatial 
relation to each other; the number of objects is variable and may be 
zero. 

The goal then is to extract the unobserved underlying pattern x from 
a given data image y. 

A standard numerical criterion for the degree of match between x and 
y is the Hough transform, originally proposed by Hough [54] to detect 
straight lines in binary images [13, 25, 35, 62, 108]. A recent survey 
is [57]. The Hough transform is a real valued function of the object 
parameter vector u defined by 

Hy ( u) = L Yt 'u E u 
tER(u) 

(2.1.1) 

where y is the data image. This is often interpreted as a vote-counting 
operation: each pixel t votes with strength Yt for all the objects that 
contain that pixel. Objects are located typically by finding local maxima 
of the matching criterion, or by accepting all template positions where 
the match exceeds a threshold value. 

An alternative approach using mathematical morphology is to perform 
an erosion with respect to the template. For example if y is a binary 
image and Y is the set of white pixels define the generalised erosion of 
y by 

ER(Y) = {u:R(u)s;;Y} 

= { u : Yt = 1 for all t E R( u)} (2.1.2) 

i.e. accept only those objects u for which every pixel in the template 
~(u) is :"hite. This is a generalised erosion operator [106, 107]. On a 
discrete image lattice, the erosion is the set of u points where the Hough 
transform attains its maximum possible value. 
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2.2. NOISE MODELS 

In the likelihood approach to image analysis the observed image y de
pends on the true object configuration x through a known conditional 
probability density f (y I x). This density describes the 'forward prob
lem' of image formation and includes both the deterministic influence of 
Jc and the stochastic noise inherent in observing y. 

Following custom, we assume that the data pixel values Yt are condi
tionally independent given x. This embraces additive and multiplicative 
random noise as well as Poisson distributed counts and more general 
exponential family models. Without loss of generality the conditional 
distributions of individual pixel values belong to a family of distributions 
with densities {g(. I (:)) : (:) E e} indexed by a parameter space e. 

Definition 1 An independent noise model is a stochastic model for y 
given x, which assumes pixel values Yt are conditionally independent 
given x, with joint probability density 

f(y Ix)= II g(yt I e<x)(t)) (2.2.3) 
tET 

where {g(. I B) : (} E e} is a family of probability densities on v and 
B(x) (t) is the parameter value of the conditional distribution of Yt given 
x. Then (}(x)(·) is a 8-valued image, deterministically derived from x, 
which we call the signal. 

Note that no assertions are made about the way objects interact and 
that the model does not imply that the pixel values are (unconditionally) 
independent. 

A simple example is the signal 

(;l(x)(t) = { fh if t E ~(x) 
Bo otherwise 

(2.2.4) 

where 81 , 00 are known parameters (foreground and background signal 
values) and S(x) is the silhouette 

n 

S(x) = LJ R(xi) 
i=l 

formed by taking the union of all objects in the configuration. In other 
words, under this simple model, each of the objects in the configuration 
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x is 'painted' onto the scene, and independent random pixel noise is 

superimposed on the result. 

We call this a blur-free independent noise model. It may seem oversim

plified; yet we shall show that several standard techniques in computer 

vision are equivalent to assuming this model. 

The following are examples of independent noise models. Strictly 

speaking, they represent a whole family of models; members are obtained 

by varying the signal function. 

Model 1: additive Gaussian white noise 
Yt is normally distributed with mean µ = o(x)(t) E JR and fixed 

variance a 2 > 0: 

Model 2: additive Laplacian noise 

Yt is double exponentially distributed with meanµ = ()(x)(t) E JR 
and fixed dispersion parameter >. > 0: 

Model 3: binary image 

Yt has a Bernoulli distribution with success probability ()(x) ( t): 

Special cases are salt-and-pepper noise where 

()(x)(t) = { 1 - p if t E S(x) 
p else 

and pepper noise where: 

B(x)(t) = { 1 if t E S(x) 
p else 

Here 0 < p < 1 is fixed. 

Model 4: Poisson counts 

Yt is integer valued and Poisson distributed with meanµ = e(x)(t) 
E JR+: 



µYt 
g(yt I µ) = e-µ -, . 

Yt· 
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Model 1 is widely used in image analysis. In Models 3a and 3b the 
silhouette is converted to a binary image and noise introduced by ran
domly flipping pixel values with probability p. In Model 3a all pixels are 
subject to change, while in Model 3b only background pixels are flipped. 
Model 4 is the usual model in emission tomography where a patient is 
injected with a radioactive isotope and emitted particles are recorded in 
a system of detectors placed around the patient. 
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2.3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 

Given observation of y, the likelihood of a configuration x is defined to 
be f(x; y) = f(y Ix), and we seek 'the' maximum likelihood estimate of 
x 

x = argmaxx J(y Ix) (2.3.5) 

which may be nonexistent or nonunique. Specifically, note that for any 
blur-free model the likelihood depends on x only through its silhouette 
S(x), so configurations with the same silhouette cannot be distinguished 
in likelihood. 

Since the log-likelihood is a sum of individual pixel error terms 

L(x; y) = logf(y Ix)= I: log g(yt I o(x)(t)), 
tET 

maximum likelihood estimation is equivalent to regression of y on the 
class of signals e(x) (.) for all possible x, with pixel wise loss function 
-logg(yt I·). 

Lemma 1 An MLE for Model 1 is a solution of the least squares re
gression of y on the class of functions 

In Model 2 any MLE solves a least absolute deviation regression on the 
same class. 

Proof: Writing ITI for the area or number of pixels in T, the log
likelihood is 

1 1 ( )2 L(x; y) = -- ITI log(27ra-2) - - "'"" Yt - e(x)(t) 
2 20-2 Lt 

tET 

for Model 1 and 

). 
L(x; y) = ITI log- - ). L IYt - e(x)(t)I 

2 tET 

for Model 2 . 0 
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Typically, the equation (2.3.5) cannot be solved directly. This is 
clearly true for the regression above, because of the combinatorial and 
geometric complexity of the functions (}(x)(t). We will return to this 
problem below. 

Lemma 2 For Model 3a with 0 < p < 1/2, the ML equations are 

x = argminx IS(x) .6. YI 

where .6. denotes the symmetric set difference ('exclusive-or') and Y = 

{ t E T : Yt = 1} is the set of white pixels. 

Proof: 

L(x; y) IS(x) \YI logp + IS(x) n Yj log(l - p) 

+ IY \ S(x)l logp + (ITI - jY U S(x)j) log(l - p) 

jTj log(l - p) + IS(x) .6. YI log _P_ 
1-p 

and for p < 1/2 the coefficient of IS(x) .6. YI is negative. 0 

Squared error and L 1 error have been proposed as optimality criteria 
for object recognition in their own right but we see here that they are 
special cases of the maximum likelihood approach. These results confirm 
recent arguments in the literature [76, 78] in favour of using L 1 filtering, 
except when the noise is Gaussian. 

2. 3.1 Connection with mathematical morphology 
The following result shows that standard morphological operators solve 
the ML equations (2.3.5) for a simple noise model. 

Lemma 3 A maximum likelihood estimator for Model 3b is the gener
alised erosion ( 2.1. 2) 

Xmax ER(Y) 

{ u EU: R(u) ~ Y}, 

where Y = { t E T : Yt = 1}. This is the largest solution of the ML equa
tions; the other solutions are the subsets x ~ Xmax with the same silhou
ette, 

S(x) = S(:Xmax). 
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Proof: The density is nonzero only if S(x) ~ Y and in this case equals 

J(ylx)= IT pYt(t-p)(l-ye)_ 
tET\S(x) 

The log likelihood is then 

L(x; y) = IY \ S(x)l logp + (ITI - IYI) log(l - p) 

= ITI log(l - p) + !YI log -1 P - IS(x) !log p 
-p 

and the result follows. 0 

The 'classical' erosion operator e [106) is the special case where U = 
Tc lR.2 and R(u) = u + R where Risa fixed subset of T. Then 

xmax =Ye R := {u: (u + R) ~ Y}. 

Thus the erosion operator is the MLE for a simple noise model; its 
corresponding silhouette is the opening of Y by R [106]. 

The dual operator is the dilation E9 

YEBR .- {u:(u+R)nY:f0} 

= { u : ( u + R) Q; ye} 
= (Yee R)c 

(see [106)). Thus, by exchanging foreground and background, i.e. taking 
9(x)(t) = 0 in Lemma 3, one obtains a similar result for the dilation. A 
maximum likelihood estimator is 

where 

DR(Y) = {u EU: R(u) n Y :f 0} 

is the generalised dilation of Y. Other solutions of equations (2.3.5) are 
subsets with the same silhouette. 

2.3.2 Relation to preprocessing 
It is also interesting to note that popular 'pre-processing' techniques, 
such as change of scale, thresholding or gamma correction, amount to 
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simply modifying the noise model. If the pixel values Yt are subjected 
to an invertible, differentiable transformation ('anamorphosis' in mor
phology parlance) y~ = cfJ(Yt) then the model (2.2.3) is transformed into 
another model of the same type with g replaced by another density g' 

J(y' Ix) = II g'(y~ I B(x)(t)) 
tET 

where 

g'(y~ I B(x)(t)) = g(<P-1(YD I B(x)(t)) J(yD; 

J(yD being 1 for grey level data, and ld~c,b- 1 (yDJ in the absolutely con
tinuous case. In particular, for exponential families the transformed 
data is again an exponential family. 

This is also true for transformations such as 'clipping' pixel values to 
an interval [a, b] 

{ 
a ifs< a 

clip(s,a,b) = s ifa:::; s:::; b. 
b ifs>b 

Treating clipped pixel data as if they arise from additive Gaussian noise 
is equivalent to assuming additive two-sided exponential noise with sig
nal ( = mean) values Bo = a, fh = b. 

Lemma 4 For Model 2 with B(xl(t) defined by (2.2.4) with Bo< Bl 

L(xU{u}; y)-L(x; y)= 

2A { I: y~ - B1 ; Bo IR(u) \ S(x)I} 
tER(u)\S(x) 

Proof: Observe that (with a < b) 

Hence 

Is - bi - Is - al = l{s < a}(b- a)+ l{s > b}(a - b) 

+ 1 {a :::; s :::; b }(a + b - 2s) 

= a + b - 2 s + 1 { s < a}( - 2a + 2 s) 

+ l{s > b}(-2b+ 2s) 

= a+ b - 2clip(s, a, b). 



L(xU {'U}; y)-L(x; y) = 

=-A L {IYt-Bil-IYt-Bol} 
tER(u)\S(x) 

= -,\ L {Bo+ Bi - 2clip(yt,Bo,B1)} 
tER(u)\S(x) 

{ ~ fh +Bo } = 2,\ .G y~ - 2 IR(u) \ S(x)I 
tER(u)\S(x) 

and the result follows. 
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D 

These remarks do not hold for more complex pre-processing operations 
such as neighbourhood filtering, which interfere with the dependence 
structure of (2.2.3). 
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2.4. ITERATIVE METHODS FOR MLE 
It is usually impossible to solve the ML estimating equations (2.3.5) 
directly, and one has to resort to iterative approximation methods. 

2.4.1 Add-and-delete algoritthms 
The simplest form of iterative adjustment is to add or delete objects 
one-at-a-time. If the current configuration is x then we consider adding 
a new object u tf. x, yielding configuration x U {u}, if the log likelihood 
ratio 

(2.4.6) 

is sufficiently large or deleting an existing object Xi E x yielding x \ { Xi} 
if 

(2.4. 7) 

is sufficiently large. Two variations of this scheme are to visit the possi
ble objects u sequentially (assuming U is discretised) applying the above 
rules at each step, or to scan the whole of U to find the object u whose 
addition or deletion would most increase the likelihood. 

Algorithm 1 (Coordinatewise optimisation) Initialize x(O) = 0 or 

some other chosen initial state. When the current reconstruction is 
x(k-l), visit every u E U sequentially in a predetermined order. If 
u fj. xCk-l) and L(x(k-l) U {u}; y)-L(xCk-l); y) 2:: w, where w 2:: 0 is 

a fixed threshold, then add u to the configuration, yielding xCk) = x(k-l) U 

{ u }. If u = Xi E x(k-l) and L(x(k-l) \ {xi} ; y) - L(x(k-l) ; y) 2:: w, 
then delete Xi yielding x(k) = xCk-l) \ { xi}. Update recursively until one 

complete scan of the image yields no changes. 

Algorithm 2 (Steepest ascent) Initialize x(O) 

chosen initial state. Given x(k-l), determine 

0 or some other 

a= max {L(x(k-l) \ {xi}; y) - L(x(k-l) ; y)} 
XiEX(k-1) 

and 

b = sup { L(x(k-l) U {u}; y) - L(x(k-l); y)}. 
uEU 
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Jf max{ a, b} < w, then stop. Otherwise, if b ~ a, add the corresponding 
object, while if a > b, delete the corresponding object. 

These algorithms bear a very strong resemblance to Besag's ICM ~1-
gorithm [17] except for the lack of a prior distribution. The analogy will 
be explored in Chapter 4. 

Clearly these algorithms increase the likelihood at each step, 

As there are only a finite number of possible configurations, convergence 
of f(y I x(k)) is guaranteed and (if w = 0) we reach a local maximum 
of the likelihood function. At worst there is cycling between images of 
equal likelihood. However the algorithms do not necessarily yield the 
global maximum likelihood solution, and the local maximum obtained 
will depend on the initial configuration x(O) and for Algorithm 1 on the 
scanning order as well. We should therefore choose a sensible initial 
state, such as the empty list 0, or the set of local maxima of 

f (y I { u}) 
f(y J 0) 

wherever this ratio is larger than 1. 

Complications arise if the model f(y I x) contains unknown parame
ters. We will return to this problem in Section 4.2.3. 

2.4. 2 General add-delete-shift algorithms 
Another form of iterative adjustment is to change an existing object 
slightly by translation, rotation or expansion. The aim is to obtain 
methods that are more robust against imprecise information contained 
in the initial estimate. Another advantage is that convergence may be 
faster, as throwing away an incorrect object and replacing it by the right 
one can then be carried out in one single step. 

Write 

M(x,xi,u) = (xu {u}) \ {xi} 

for the configuration obtained from x by moving the element x · E x to • . t 
a ~ew pos1t.1on :u. Let Q(x, xi) be the set of all object points u for which 
tlus operation is permitted. Typically u will be required to be close to 
.r, .but not equal to any Xj, say Q(x, xi) = N(xi) \x where N(xi) is some 
neighbourhood of Xi. Then the criterion for a move from Xi E x is 



max { L(M(x(k-l), Xi, u) ; y) - L(x(k-l) ; y)} 
uEQ(X,xi) 

and the analogues of Algorithms 1 and 2 are as follows. 
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(2.4.8) 

Algorithm 3 (Coordinatewise optimisation with shifts) 
Assuming that the parameter space is finite, visit every u E U sequen
tially. Consider every possible transition involving u and select the max
imum from (2.4.6), (2.4. 7) and {2.4.8). If this maximum log likelihood 
ratio is larger than a given threshold w, update the reconstruction ac
cordingly. 

Algorithm 4 (Steepest ascent with shifts) Consider all possible 
transitions from the current state x and take that transition that has the 
maximum log likelihood ratio exceeding threshold w. 

The convergence properties are similar to Algorithms 1-2. Here, how
ever, a 'local maximum' of the likelihood is a state x such that no 
neighbouring configuration x U { u} or x \ { Xi} or M (x, Xi, u) has larger 
likelihood. This is a more stringent definition than for the previous 
algorithms, and one expects the results to be better. 
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2.5. RELATION TO HOUGH TRANSFORM 

The Hough transform (2.1.1) is very similar to the log likelihood ratio 
(2.4.6) for a blur-free model: 

L(xU{u};y)-L(x;y)= L Zt 

R(u)\S(x) 

(2.5.9) 

where Zt = logg(ytl81) - logg(ytlBo) is the difference in goodness-of
fit at pixel t. Note that pixels can also cast fractional or negative 
votes, a modification that has been suggested ad hoe by several authors 
[13, 28, 116, 118] and [23, 27] respectively. In fact, (2.5.9) is identical 
to the (generalised) Hough transform of image z when the new object 
u does not overlap any existing object Xi E x. For example, the Hough 
transform is the log likelihood ratio for comparing { u}, the scene con
sisting of a single object, against the empty scene 0 [55]. When objects 
do overlap, the likelihood ratio (2.5.9) is a generalisation of the Hough 
transform, with domain of summation 'masked' by the silhouette of the 
current configuration. Equivalently (2.5.9) is the Hough transform of 
the masked image w~x) = ztl{t f/. S(x)}. 

The similarity between (2.1.1) and (2.5.9) is even stronger since zt is 
linear in Yt for many exponential noise models. For additive Gaussian 
noise 

fh - Bo ( Bo + B1 ) 
Zt = Yt -

a 2 2 

and for Poisson noise 

Bi 
Zt = Yt log Bo - (81 - 80). 

The likelihood ratio is then of the form 

L(x U {u} ; y) -L(x; y) =a L Yt - bjR(u) \ S(x)j.(2.5.10) 
R(u)\S(x) 

In particular when u does not overlap x this is a linear adjustment of the 
Hough transform of y. More generally, let g be an exponential family of 
the form 

g(yt I 8) =exp [A(8) + B(yt) + C(8)D(yt)) 
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for some real-valued functions A, B, C and D. Then (2.5.10) holds if Yt 
is replaced by D(yt)- The generalisation to vector-valued functions is 
straightforward. 

Apart from illuminating the meaning of the Hough transform, these 
results show how to correctly interpret values of the Hough transform 
when the objects do not have equal area, e.g. in the presence of edge 
effects. For Gaussian or Poisson additive noise (say), the likelihood 
ratio is positive when the average value of Yt over R(u) \ S(x) exceeds 
a critical value. The latter is simply the Neyman-Pearson critical value 
for classifying a single observation Yt as foreground or background ( () E 
{Bo,lli}). 

For the general 'blurred' model (2.2.3) the likelihood ratio equals 

L h(yt,e(x)(t),e(xu{u})(t)) (2.5.11) 
tEZ(x,u) 

and thus is again similar to the Hough transform, where 

( ') g(ytl8') 
h Yt, 8, 8 =log g(ytlll) 

is as before the difference in goodness-of-fit at pixel t and 

Z(x,u) = {t: e(x)(t) =/= e(xu{u})(t)} (2.5.12) 

is the set of pixels where the signal is affected by the addition of object 
u. 

The log likelihood ratio for a transition from x to M(x, Xi, u) (Algo
rithms 3 and 4) can be represented as 

[L(z U {u}; y) - L(z; y)] - [L(z U {xi}; y) - L(z; y)] 

where z = x \ {xi}· This is a difference of two values of the generalised 
Hough transform (2.5.11) for the configuration with Xi deleted. In par
ticular it depends only on data pixels within a region Z(z, u) U Z(z, Xi)· 
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2.6. EXAMPLE 

Figure 2.1 shows a scanned 128 x 128 image ('pellets') taken from the 
Brodatz texture album [22]. This is a relatively easy dataset for object 
recognition but helps to illustrate the approach. 

We treat the pellets as discs of fixed radius 4 pixels but with blurred 
boundaries. The grey-level histogram has two distinct peaks at value 8 
and 172, suggesting that we can regard the background and foreground 
signal as roughly constant at these values. Assuming additive Gaussian 
noise, the noise variance was estimated by thresholding the image and 
taking the sample variance, giving an estimate of 83.l. Blurring was 
modelled by assuming that the original blur-free signal was subjected 
to a 3 x 3 averaging (linear) filter with relative weights 4 for the cen
tral pixel, 2 for horizontal and vertical neighbours and 1 for diagonal 
neighbours. 

Figure 2.2 shows an approximate MLE computed by steepest ascent 
(Algorithm 2) from an empty initial configuration at threshold w = 0. 
Pellets are correctly identified but there is 'multiple response', i.e. the 
MLE sometimes contains clusters of objects around the position of each 
'true' object. 

Figure 2.1: Pellets image taken from [22], digitised on a 128 x 128 square 
grid. 
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Figure 2.2: Approximate maximum likelihood reconstruction by steepest 
ascent of the pellets texture at threshold w = 0 from an empty initial 
state. 



Chapter 3 

Markov spatial processes 
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The first Section of this Chapter is an overview with some adaptations 
of the theory of random processes of geometrical objects [111] with em
phasis on Markov object processes [103, 12]. These provide a flexible 
class of models for inhibition and we propose to use them as priors in 
the object recognition problem discussed in Chapter 2. In Sections 3.2 
and 3.3 we introduce a Markov point process proposed by Baddeley and 
Van Lieshout [9] that exhibits both clustered and ordered pattern ac
cording to the value of a parameter. It has infinite order interactions 
and is related to the empty space function F as the Strauss model is 
to Ripley's K-function. Statistical inference for this model is studied in 
Section 3.4. 

3.1. SURVEY OF MARKOV SPATIAL MODELS 

3.1.1 Objects 
The 'objects' featuring in stochastic geometry range from simple geo
metrical figures (points, lines, discs) through plane polygons and convex 
compact sets to completely general closed sets. A given class of objects 
U is treated as a space in its own right, so that objects are regarded as 
points in U. 

At one extreme, simple geometrical figures can be specified by the 
values of a few parameters (giving location, orientation etc.) so that 
U is isomorphic to a subset of lR,k. For example a disc in R 2 can be 
specified by its centre (x, y) and radius r so that U = JR,2 x JR,+. At 
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the other extreme, the space F of all closed subsets of ffid can be made 
into a locally compact, second countable Hausdorff space (1.c.s. space) 
so that a random closed set can be defined as a random element of F 
[81]. 

It is often useful to represent an object as a 'marked point', i.e. a pair 
(s, m) consisting of a point s E ffid and a 'mark' m E M, where M 
is an arbitrary l.c.s. space. The point s fixes the location of the object 
and the mark m contains all other information such as size and shape. 
A disc in IR2 can be regarded as a point (x,y) marked by a radius r. 
Objects with additional properties such as colour and surface texture 
can be represented as marked points by choosing an appropriate mark 
space M. For example a grey-scale surface texture can be formalised as 
an upper-semicontinuous function m,d ---+ ffi +, and the space of all such 
functions is l.c.s. 

3.1.2 Markov object processes 
Let U be the class of objects. As before, a configuration is a finite 
set x = { x 1, ... , Xn} of objects Xi E U. Writing 0 for the set of all 
configurations, a random process of objects is a random element of n' 
or equivalently, a point process on U consisting of a finite number of 
'points' with probability 1. 

The basic reference model is the Poisson object process in U with 
intensity µ, where µ is a finite non-atomic measure on U. Under this 
model the total number of objects has a Poisson distribution with mean 
µ(U); given that exactly n objects are present, they are independent and 
identically distributed in U with probability distribution proportional to 
µ, i.e. IP'(xi E B) = Q(B) = µ(B)/ µ(U) for B <;;; U. 

Further details can be consulted in [111]. 
Our interest is in constructing non-Poisson spatial processes exhibiting 

dependence between neighbouring objects. To do this we shall specify 
the probability density of the new process with respect to the Poisson 
process (thereby restricting attention to processes that are absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Poisson). The density is an integrable 
function p : n --;. [O, oo). For the new process, the distribution of the 
total number of objects is 

e-µ(U) ! ! 
IP'(N=n)=-1- ••• p({x1,. .. ,xn})dµ(x1) ... dµ(xn)· 

n. u u 

Writing qn = JP>(N = n), given N = n, the n random objects have joint 
probability density 

Pn(x1, ... , xn) = e-µ(U) µ(Urp( {x1, ... , xn} )/(n! qn) 
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with respect to the distribution of n i.i.d. objects in U with distribution 
Q. 

Provisionally define two objects u, v to be 'neighbours' if they overlap, 

u,....,v ~ Z(u)nZ(v)=f.0. (3.1.1) 

This can be replaced by any symmetric ( u "'" v iff v ,..,,, u), reflexive 
relation between elements of U. The neighbourhood N(A) of a set A ~ U 
is the set of all points in U neighbouring a point in A: 

N(A) = { u E U: u,..,,, a for some a EA}. 

The simplest kind of spatial interaction is that which forbids objects 
to overlap. Consider a Poisson process of objects in T conditioned on 
the event that no pair of objects is overlapping. Its density with respect 
to the original Poisson process is simply 

p(x) = { 0 if Xi "'. Xj for some i :f. j 
a otherwise 

(3.1.2) 

where a > 0 is the normalising constant (=reciprocal of the probability 
that Poisson process has no overlapping objects). Call this a hard object 
process by analogy with the better-known hard core point process. 

Next consider a pairwise interaction 

(3.1.3) 

where a, fJ > 0 are constants, n(x) is the number of points in x, and 
g : U x U ---.. [O, oo). The product is over all pairs of neighbouring objects 
Xi ""' X j with i < j. 

If g = 1 then (3.1.3) is simply a Poisson process with intensity (3µ; if 
g = 0 it is the hard object process (3.1.2). If the (measurable) function 
g :::; 1, the process is purely inhibitory. 

The special case g = 'Y for a constant 0 < 'Y < 1 is called a Strauss 
object process and the density can be written 

where 

s(x) = 2: l{xi '"""'Xj} 

i<j 

(3.1.4) 

is the number of pairs of neighbouring objects (e.g. number of overlaps) 
in the configuration. This process exhibits 'repulsion' or 'inhibition' 
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between objects, since s(x) tends to be smaller than under the Poisson 

model. The density (3.1.4) is typically not integrable for / > 1. 
Just as discrete Markov random fields are closely connected with sta

tistical physics, pairwise interaction processes (3.1.3) also occur as mod

els of interacting particle systems. The log probability density of a 

particular configuration x can be interpreted as its physical 'energy': it 

is the sum of a ground potential log a, a potential log /3 for the presence 

of each object Xi, and an interaction potential log 9( u, v) between each 

pair of neighbouring objects u, v. 
The density (3.1.3) bears a close resemblance to the distribution of a 

discrete 1v1arkov random field with pairwise interaction. However, the 

number of terms appearing in the product in (3.1.3) depends on the 

realisation x. Some configurations have more interaction than others. 

Note that if u E U, u If. x with p(x) > 0, the ratio 

p(xu{u})=r.iII ( ·) 
(x) ~ g U,Xi 

P x;~u 
(3.1.5) 

depends only on u and on the neighbours of u in x. This important 

property signifies that all interaction is 'local'. In the statistical physics 
interpretation, log p(x U { u}) - logp(x) is the energy required to add 

a new point u to an existing configuration x. In probabilistic terms 

p(x U {u} )/p(x) is the Papangelou conditional intensity at u given the 
rest of the pattern x on U \ { u}, see [26]. 

Following are definitions and results of Ripley and Kelly [103] trivially 

generalised to random object processes [12, Section 3]. Let ,....., be any 

symmetric, reflexive relation on U. 

Definition 2 A random object process X with density p is called a 
l\farkov object process with respect to "' if for all x E 0 

(a) p(x) > 0 implies p(y) > 0 for ally~ x; 

(b) if p(x) > 0, then 

p(xU{u}) 

p(x) 

depends only on u and N({u}) nx = {xi Ex: u,...., xi}. 

(3.1.6) 

The term 'Markov' is justified by the following spatial Markov prop

ert}:· Let A be a measurable subset of U. Then the conditional distri

bution of ~y n A. given X n Ac depends only on X in the neighbourhood 
N(A) n A = { u E Ac: u,...., a for some a EA}: 
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C(X n A IX n Ac)= C(X n A IX n N(A) n Ac). 

Define a configuration x E n to be a clique if all members of x are 
neighbours (xi "' Xj for all i # j). Configurations of 0 or 1 objects 
are cliques. Then the Ripley-Kelly analogue of the Hammersley-Clifford 
theorem [103] states that a process with density p : n -+ [O, oo) is Markov 
iff 

p(x) = II q(y) (3.1.7) 
cliques y~x 

for all x E n, where the product is restricted to cliques y ~ x, and 
q: n-+ [O, oo) is an (arbitrary) function. 

To conclude this Section, consider the following area-interaction pro
cess 

p(x) = a,Bn(x)')'-IS(x)I (3.1.8) 

with parameters ,8 > 0, ')' > 0 and normalising constant a> 0. As usual 
JS(x)I is the area (or pixel count) of the silhouette. This is a Markov 
overlapping object model (i.e. Markov with respect to (3.1.1)) with in
teractions of infinite order. For I' < 1, configurations with relatively 
few overlapping objects are favoured, for I' = 1 it is a Poisson process 
and for I' > 1 the model encourages clustered patterns. This model 
is interesting in its own right and will be discussed in greater detail in 
Sections 3.2 and 3.4. 

3.1.3 Nearest-neighbour Markov object processes 
A further extension due to Baddeley and M0ller [12] is to allow interac
tion behaviour to depend on the realisation of the process. For example, 
in a one-dimensional renewal process, each point can be said to inter
act with its nearest neighbours to the left and right, regardless of how 
far distant these neighbours may be. In two dimensions we would like 
to construct point processes exhibiting interaction between those pairs 
of points that are neighbours with respect to the Voronoi (Dirichlet) 
tessellation generated by the point pattern. 

Assume that for each configuration x we have a symmetric reflexive 
relation "' defined on x. We might prefer to think of this as a finite 

x 
graph whose vertices are the objects Xi E x. 

Consider the following pairwise interaction model ( cf. (3.1.3)) 

p(x) = a,Bn(x) II g(xi, Xj ). 

i<j;Xi""Xj 
x 

Any generalisation of Definition 2 should at least embrace p. However 
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I1xi "' Xjg(xi,Xj) 
p(xU{u}) =!3 II g(xi,u) rrXU{u}g(x· x·) . 

P(x) x,·"'x;· i' J Xi "' U 
XU{u} X 

. If p(xU{u}.l The extra factor arises, since ';(' is dependmg on the pattern x.. p(x) 
is to depend on 'local' information only, conditions must be imposed on 

'""· 
x The following definitions and results are taken from [12] to which we 
refer for further details. Define the x-neighbourhood of a subset z ~ x 
as 

N(z I x) = { ~ E x : ~ ~ 7J for some 7J E z} . 

Let y ~ z E n and u, v E U with u, v r/. z. Then require 

(Cl) x(y I z) =/. x(y I z u { u}) implies y ~ N( { u} I z u { u} ); 

(C2) ifufxvwherex=zU{u}U{v} then 

x(Y I z u {u}) + x(Y I z u {v}) = x(Y I z) + x(Y Ix). 

where x is the clique indicator function. 

Examples of relations satisfying these conditions are 

• Xi ,..._. Xj iff Xi ,....., Xj where ,....., is any symmetric, reflexive relation on x 
U (i.e. not depending on the configuration x); 

• for points or marked points in JR.2, Xi,....., Xj iff Xi,Xj are joined by x 
an edge of the Delaunay triangulation generated by x; 

• for compact sets in IRd, Xi ~ Xj iff Xi and Xj belong to the same 
connected component of the union of the objects. 

The proofs can be found in [12, Appendix]. 

Definition 3 A random object process with density p is called a nearest
neighbour Markov object process (nnMp) with respect to {,....., : x E Q} 
if, for all x with p(x) > O x 

• p(y) > 0 for ally ~ x; 

• the ratio p(~YJ)12 depends only on u, on N( { u} I x u { u}) n x = 
{ Xi E x : Xi ,....., u} and on the relations ,....., ,...., restricted to 

xu{u} x' xu{u} 
N ( { u} I x u { u}) n x. 
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A subset y ~ x is a clique in x if all members of y are x-neighbours 
of one another ( u ,...., v for all u, v E y). 

x 
A generalised Hammersley-Clifford theorem holds [12]: a process with 

density p is nnMp iff 

p(x) = { Ilcliques yc:;:x q(y) if q(y): 0 for ally~ x 
0 otherwise 

where q : n _, Ill+ satisfies certain regularity conditions ( (Il )-(12) of 
[12]). 

Kendall [61] proved a spatial Markov property for nnMp's. 
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3.2. AREA-INTERACTION PROCESSES 

Pairwise interaction Markov processes (3.1.3) have been studied inten
sively. They provide a flexible class for modelling inhibition patterns 
and can be interpreted quite easily using the Hammersley-Clifford rep
resentation (3.1.7). However, they do not seem to be able to produce 
clustered patterns in sufficient variety. The original clustering model of 
Strauss [112] turned out [60] to be non-integrable for parameter values 
1 > I corresponding to the desired clustering; Gates and Westcott [39] 
showed that partly-attractive potentials may violate a stability condi
tion, implying that they produce extremely clustered patterns with high 
probability; and recent simulation experiments by M0ller [85, 86] sug
gest that the behaviour of the Strauss model with fixed n undergoes 
an abrupt transition from "Poisson-like" patterns to tightly clustered 
patterns rather than exhibiting intermediate, moderately clustered pat
terns. 

The area-interaction model (3.1.8) in contrast is a Markov model that 
can yield both moderately clustered and moderately ordered patterns. 

It has interactions of infinite order, and is similar in form to the pair
wise interaction Strauss model (3.1.4). Both densities reduce to a Pois
son process when 'Y = 1, and exhibit ordered patterns for 0 < 'Y < 1; 
in contrast to the Strauss model, (3.1.8) is well-defined for all values of 
'Y > 0 and produces clustering when 'Y > l. The attractive case was pro
posed by Widom and Rawlinson [119] as the 'penetrable sphere model' 
for spherical molecules in the study of liquid-vapour phase transitions. 

3.2.1 Definition of the process 

As usual for Gibbs point processes we treat separately the cases of a 
finite point process (say, points in a bounded region A ~ 1Rd) and a 
stationary point process on ffid. The formal construction of finite Gibbs 
point processes is described in [26, p. 121 ff1 or [96]. 

As before, let Ube a locally compact complete separable metric space 
(typically lR.d or a compact subset). The space of all possible realisations 
x shall be identified with the space Nf of all integer-valued measures 
on U which have finite total mass and are simple (do not have atoms of 
mass exceeding 1). Write n(x) for the total number of points and x 8 for 
x restricted to B ~ U. The er-algebra Nf on Nf is the Borel er-algebra 
of the weak topology, i.e. Nf is the smallest er-algebra with respect 
to which the evaluation x ~ n(xs) is measurable for every (bounded) 
Borel set B ~ U. 

Given a totally finite, non-atomic measureµ on U, construct the Pois
son process of intensity µ as in Section 3.1.2 (typically µ is the restriction 
of Lebesgue measure to a compact window A ~ Rd, yielding the unit 
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rate Poisson process restricted to A). Let 7r be its probability distri
bution on (Nf ,Nf). Then we construct (Gibbs) point processes by 
specifying their density with respect to 7r. 

Definition 4 ("Standard case") The area-interaction process in a 
compact region A ~ IR.d is the process with density 

p(x) = a {3n(x) ')'-m(Sr(x)) (3.2.9) 

with respect to the unit rate Poisson process on A, where {3, "'(, r > 0 
are parameters and a is the normalising constant. Here m is Lebesgue 
measure and 

n 

Sr(x) = LJ B(xi,r) 
i=l 

is the union of spheres or discs of radius r centred at the points of the 

realisation, B(xi, r) = {a E IR.d : Ila - Xiii 5 r}. 

For 'Y = 1 this of course reduces to a Poisson process with intensity {3. 

It is intuitively clear that for 0 < ')' < 1 the pattern will tend to be 
'ordered' and for ')' > 1 'clustered'. The clustered model was introduced 
by Widom and Rowlinson [119]. 

It is often more convenient to use the parameter 'f/ = 'Y-7rr2 , since the 
addition of one point a to the configuration x alters p(x) by a factor 
ranging from f3 to f3rJ. 

Various modifications are of interest, for example, one may wish to 
replace Sr(x) by An Sr(x), or to allow the radii of the discs B(xi, r) to 
vary across the region [64]. 

Definition 5 ("General case") Let v be a totally finite, regular Borel 
measure on U and Z : U ~ K a myopically continuous function {81, 
p. 12}, assigning to each point u EU a set Z(u) ~ U in the space of all 
compact subsets K. Then the general area-interaction process is defined 
to have density 

p(x) = a {3n(x) 1 -11(S(x)) (3.2.10) 

with respect to 7r {the distribution of the finite Poisson process with in
tensityµ), where S(x) is the compact set Ui=l Z(xi)· 

In a parametric statistical model the measure v and the definition 
of Z(-) might also be allowed to depend on the parameter B. Other 
generalisations are possible, for instance 
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p(x) = a(O) fJ b(xi; 8) exp (-L f(d(x, u)) du) 

where d(x,u) = mindlxi - ull and f: [O,oo] - (-00,00]. The model 
we will discuss in this Section is a special case, analogous to the Strauss 
process. 

Lemma 5 The density (3.2.10) is measurable and integrable for all val

ues of /3, "f > 0. 

Proof: Lett> 0 and consider V = { x E Nf: v(S(x)) < t }· We show 
that V is open in the weak topology. 

Choose x E V. Since v is regular, there is an open set G s:; U 
containing U(x) such that v(G) < t too. Now U(x) ~ G iff x has 
no points in H = {u EU: Z(u) n cc =f. 0}. But the class of all compact 
sets intersecting a given closed set is closed in the myopic topology on K. 
Since u i--+ Z ( u) is myopically continuous, H is closed in U. Moreover, 
W = { y E N f : n(y n H) = 0} is open in the weak topology. To see 
this, note that for any y E W, the open ball in the Prohorov metric 
with radius i: < min{ d(y, H), 1} centred at y is an open environment of 
y contained in W. Thus, W is an open environment of x contained in 
V and V is weakly open. 

In fact this shows that x i--+ v(S(x)) is weakly upper semiconti
nous. It follows that the map g : Nf - [O, oo) defined by x .
exp[-v(S(x)) log')'] is weakly upper semicontinuous for ')' E (0, 1) and 
lower semicontinuous for ')' > 1. Hence g is measurable. By definition 
of the weak topology, x i--+ f3n(x) is measurable, and hence the density 
(3.2.10) is measurable. 

To check integrability, observe that 

0:::; v(S(x)) :::; v(U) < oo (3.2.11) 

Now the function f(x) = 13n(x) is integrable, yielding the Poisson process 
with intensity measure (3µ. Hence (3.2.10) is dominated by an integrable 
function, hence integrable. o 

In fact (3.2.11) establishes a slightly stronger result. 

Lemma 6 The distribution Pf3,"f of the general area interaction process 
is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to the distribution of the 
Poisson process 1Tf3 with intensity (3µ, that is its Radon-Nikodym deriva
tive is uniformly bounded. 
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Explicit bounds on the density O:')'-v(S(x)) with respect to a Poisson 
process of rate (3 are 

min { ')'v(U), 1 -v(U)} ::=:; J :S max { ')'v(U), 1 -v(U)}. 

This suggests that the 'singularity' (highly clustered behaviour) of the 
Strauss model is unlikely. 

As usual, the normalising constant a is difficult to compute, since 

I/a= IE(Jn(X)')'-v(S(X)) 

where the expectation is with respect to the reference Poisson process; 
this entails computing the moment generating function of v(S(X)), or 
equivalently, the vacancy distribution in the coverage problem [51]. A 
notable exception is the I-dimensional penetrable sphere model [119]. 

Area-interaction seems a plausible model for some biological processes. 
For example the points Xi may represent plants or animals which con
sume food within a radius r of their current location. The total area of 
accessible food is then Sr(x), and the herd will tend to maximise this 
area, so an area-interaction model with ')' < 1 is plausible. Alternatively 
assume that the animals or plants are hunted by a predator which ap
pears at a random position and catches any prey within a distance r. 
Then Sr(x) is the area of vulnerability, and the herd as a whole should 
tend to minimise this [53] so an area-interaction model with "( > 1 is 
plausible. Area-interaction processes with "I > 1 are also used as a model 
for liquid-vapour equilibrium in chemical physics. 

The process can be derived from Poisson processes. 

Lemma 7 Let X, Y be independent Poisson processes in A with inten
sity measures (3µ and I log '1'1 v respectively. If"( > 1 then the conditional 
distribution of X given {Y n S(X) = 0} is an area-interaction process 
with parameter ')'. If')' < 1 then the conditional distribution of X given 
{Y ~ S(X)} is an area-interaction process with parameter')'. 

Proof: If ')' > 1 

l[D(Y n S(X) = 0IX) = e-v(S(X)) log1 = 'Y-v(S(X)) 

hence the conditional distribution of X given YnS(X) = 0 has a density 
proportional to the right hand side. Similarly if"! < 1 

l[D(Y ~ S(X)IX) = J1D(Y n (A\ S(X)) = 0) 
= ev(A \S(X)) log / = 'Yv(A)')'-v(S(X)). 

0 
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3.2.2 Limiting cases 
Here we study the convergence of the area-interaction process as ')' --+ 

O,oo. 
Let v* = maxx v(S(x) ), typically the measure of the observation win-

dow or its (generalised) dilation and 

H = {x: v(S(x)) = v*}. 

Further, write rrf3 for the distribution of the Poisson process of rate (3 in 
A and finally, in the standard case, denote 

HG= { x: m(S(x)) = n(x)rrr2 } 

for the set of configurations respecting a hard core distance r. 

Lemma 8 Let P(3,1 be the distribution of the area interaction process 
with density (3.2.10). 

If 'Y --+ 0 with (3 fixed, then Pf3,1 converges to a uniform process on H, 
i.e. Pf3,1 (A)--+ 7rf3(A n H)/7rf3(H). 

2 

In the standard case, if / -+ 0 and f3 --+ 0 so that f31-nr --+ ( E 
(O,oo), then Pf3,i converges to P(A) = 7r((A n HC)/7r'(HC), a hard 
core process. 

If 'Y --+ oo with (3 < oo fixed, then P(3,1 converges to a process that is 
empty with probability l. 

Proof: First consider/ --+ 0. Then J 1v*-v(S(x))d7rf3(x) -+ 7rf3(H), 
hence 

lv*-v(S(x) l{x EH} 
P(3,.y(x) = J 1v*-v(S(x))d7rf3(x) --+ 7rf3(H) 

from which the first assertion follows. To prove the second assertion, 
note that for m(Sr(x)) < n(x)7rr2 , 'Yn(x)7fT 2 -m(Sr(x))--+ O. Hence 

(n(x)l{x E HC} 
P(3,,(x)--+ fHc (n(x)d?rl(x). 

The third statement follows similarly, by noting that the density con
verges pointwise to zero unless the pattern is empty. D 

3.2.3 Markov property 
Define two points a, b E U to be neighbours whenever Z(a) n Z(b) f. 0, 
as in (3.1.1). In the standard case a""' b iff Ila - bll ::; 2r. 

Lemma 9 The area-interaction process (3.2.10} is a Markov point pro
cess with respect to (3.1.1) in the sense of Ripley and Kelly (103). 



Proof: The likelihood ratio 

p(x U { u}) = /31'-11(Z(u)\S(x)) 

p(x) 

is computable in terms of u and { x; : x; ,....., u}, since 

Z('n) \ S(x) = Z(u) n [y Z(x;)l c 

= Z(u) n [x~u Z(x;)r 
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(3.2.12) 

Henn' (3.2.10) defines a Markov point process with respect to"'· D 

The Ripley-Kelly analogue of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem (3.1.7) 
then implies that the density p can be written as a product of clique in

teraction terms 

p(x) = II q(y) 
ys;;x 

where q(y) = 1 unless Yi ,...., Yi for all elements of y. To compute the 
interaction terms explicitly, invoke the inclusion-exclusion formula: 

v(S(x)) 

which gives 

q(0) 

q( {a}) 

q( {y1 ... "'yk}) 

71 

L v(Z(x;)) - L v(Z(x;) n Z(x1 )) + 
i=l i<j 

0: 

/31'-11(Z(a)) 

/(-l)k11(n~=l Z(y,)) 

That is, the process exhibits interactions of infinite order. 

(3.2.13) 

The process satisfies a spatial ~farkov property (cf. [61, 103]). Define 
the dilation of a set E ~ U by 

Dz(E) = { u E U: 3e EE such that Z(u) n Z(e) =f 0}; (3.2.14) 

in the standard case this becomes the classical dilation of mathematical 
morphology 
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Dz(E) = { u E IRd : d(u, E) :S 2r} (3.2.15) 

where d(u, E) = inf {ilu - vii : v EE}. Then the spatial Markov prop
erty states that the restriction of the process to E is conditionally inde-
1i1.~ndent of the restriction to D z ( E)c given the information in D z ( E) \E. 

Figure 3.1 shows simulated realisations of (3.2.9). The number of 
points was fixed and the alternating birth/death technique of [98] used. 
This method entails alternating deletion of a random point and gen
eration of a new point u from a probability density proportional to 
p(x U { u} ). The latter step can be implemented using rejection sam
pling, since the birth ratio (3.1.6) is dominated by a known constant by 
virtm• of (3.2.11 ). In practice this will be a good bound for I close to 1. 
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Figure 3.1: Simulated realisations of an area-interaction process con
ditional on n = 100 points, with r = 5 in a window of size 256 x 256. 
Left: ordered pattern, 'Y = 0.9711, 'Y-2571" = 10; Right: clustered pattern, 
"( = 1.02975, 'Y- 25 rr = 0.1. 
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3.3. STATIONARY AREA-INTERACTION PROCESS 

Here we use the methods of Preston [96] to check that the area inter
action model (standard case) can be considered as the restriction to a 
bounded sampling window of a stationary point process on the whole of 
ffid. 

Let N be the space of all locally finite counting measures (i.e. integer
valued Radon measures) on lRd with the vague topology, and N its 
Borel a-algebra; that is, .A! is the smallest a-algebra making x 1-+ n(XB) 
measurable for all bounded Borel sets B. 

\Vrite C for the class of all bounded Borel sets in JRd. For every B E C 

let NB be the subspace of those x E N contained in B (i.e. putting 

no mass outside B), NB ~ N the induced a-algebra on N and 7T~ the 
distribution on (N,N) of the homogeneous Poisson process of rate f3 on 
B. Note that any x E N can be decomposed as x = xs U xsc. Define 
JB: N -t [O,oo) by 

(3.3.16) 

where Sr(x) = Ux;Ex B(xi, r), B€Br = B tB B(O, r) and as(xsc) is the 
normalising constant 

as(Xsc )-1 = { 'Y-m(Sr(YUXBc)nBair) d7r~(y). 
}NB 

To check that this is well-defined, observe that 

Sr(x) n Bffir = Sr(xsffi2r) n Bg,r 

so that x 1-+ m(Sr(x) n B€Br) is measurable with respect to Ns 2r and 
a fortiori with respect to N. It is clearly integrable. Hence, aiby Fu
bini's theorem, as(·)-1 is NBffi2r\s-measurable. Since as is uniformly 
bounded away from zero, a-1 is also measurable. Thus, (3.3.16) is .A/
measurable and integrable, and we may define for x E N, F E N 

i'CB(X, F) = r lp(Xsc u y)j8 (xsc u y) dJT~(y). (3.3.17) )NB 

Theorem 10 There exists a stationary point process X on ]Rd such 
that 

JJD(X E FI Xsc) = Ks(X, F) a.s. 

f~r all BE C and FEN. That is, (3.3.17) is a specification without for
bidden ~tates_ (96, P_· 12]_ and the distribution of X is a stationary Gibbs 
state with this specification. The corresponding potential v : Ni ___, IR, 

V(x) = (- log')')m(Sr(x)) 
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is stable f 96, p. 96}. 

Note that this result does not exclude the possibility that the Gibbs 
state is not unique, i.e. there may be 'phase transition' [96, p. 46]. 
Proof: First we prove consistency condition (6.10) of [96, p. 91]. For 
any bounded Borel sets A ~ B 

f 8 (x) = o:s(Xsc) 1 -m(Sr(XAc)nBa:ir\Aa:ir) 
jA(x) o:A(XAc) 

On the other hand 

{ fB(XAc Uy) d?r~ (y) = O:B(XBc) { 1 -m(Sr(XAcUy)nBair) d?r~ (y). 
}NA }NA 

Since m(Sr(XAc u y) n BEf!r) = m(Sr(XAc u y) n AEFJr) + m(Sr(XAc) n 
B(f)r \AEFJr), JNA J 8 (xAc Uy) d7r~(y) = J 8 (x)/JA(x). It follows [96, pp. 
90 91] that {K-B : BE C} is a specification in the sense of [96, p. 12]. 

Now we check the conditions of Theorem 4.3 of [96, p. 58]. Condition 
(3.6) of [96, p. 35] is trivially satisfied. Arguments similar to those 
used to derive Lemma 6 above yield that for any K E K, the family 
{nK(Y, ·)}yEN considered as a class of measures on (N,NK) is uniformly 

absolutely continuous with respect to n~; hence Preston's condition 
(3.11) [96, p. 41] holds, which implies his (3.10). It remains to check 
(3.8) of [96, p. 35]. Let K be the class of all compact subsets of Rd; then 
we claim that 

for any B E C and F E N K where K E JC, there exists L E JC 
such that "'B (-, F) is measurable with respect to NL. 

To check this, choose L to contain KUBEFJ2r and observe that lp(xsc Uy) 
and f 8 (x8 Uy) are measurable with respect to NL 0 Ns, then apply 
Fubini's theorem. This proves the claim, which implies Preston's (3.8) 
and hence the conditions of his Theorem 4.3. 

It is easy to see that V is the unique canonical potential corresponding 
to the densities f 8 (cf. [96, p. 92]). Since 0 S m(Sr(x)) S nr2n(x), V 
is stable. D 
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3.4. INFERENCE 

This Section surveys parameter estimation techniques. We also derive a 

new identity from the Takacs-Fiksel formula that can be computed quite 

generally as an index for clustering and for estimating model parameters. 

3.4 .1 Sufficient statistics, exponential families 
Consider a family of area-interaction processes (3.2.9) indexed by a pa

rameter () = ({3, 1), with A ~ JRd fixed. This is an exponential family 

with canonical sufficient statistic 

T(x) = (n(x), M(x, ·)) 

where 
n 

M(x,r) = m(Sr(x)) = m(LJ B(xi,r)). 
i=l 

Modifying this slightly we obtain a connection with the 'empty space 

statistic' F(t) = IP(X n B(O, t) -::/= 0) [31, 99]. Define 

where 

F~(r) __ m(A(-r) n (Uf=1 B(xi, r))) 
(3.4.18) 

m(A(-r)) 

A(-t) ={a EA: B(a, t) ~A}. 

This is the 'border method' [100, p. 25] or 'reduced sample' estimator 
[4] of the empty space function. 

Lemma 11 (n(x), F) is a sufficient statistic for the area-interaction 

process (3.2.10) with parameters ({3,1) when Z(u) = B(iL,r) and the 

measure v is Lebesgue measure restricted to A(-r). 

The canonical parameter is - log I but we prefer to use I to maintain 
the comparison with the Strauss process. 

3.4.2 Maximum likelihood 

As usual for Markov point processes, the likelihood (3.2.10) is easy to 

compute except for a normalising constant a that is not known ana

lytically. Maximum likelihood estimation therefore rests on numerical 

or Monte Carlo approximations of o: [89, 90, 91, 94] or recursive ap

proximation methods [87]. For a more detailed review see [33, 45] or 
[100]. 
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We will not explore this further here, except to note that the maximum 
likelihood estimating equations are as usual 

n(x) = E,a,1 n(X) 

v(S(x)) = E,a,1 11(S(X)) 
(3.4.19) 

(3.4.20) 

where x is the observed pattern and X is a random pattern with density 
(3.2.10). For the model conditioned on n(x) = n the ML estimating 
equation is analogous to (3.4.20) with f3 absent. 

3.4.3 Takacs-Fiksel 
The Takacs-Fiksel estimation method exploits the identity 

>. E~f(X) = IE[>.(a; X) /(X)] (3.4.21) 

holding for any bounded measurable non-negative function f : N -+ 

Ill+ and any stationary Gibbs process X on Illd with finite intensity >. 
[37, 38, 114, 115], see [100, p. 54-55], [33, §2.4] . The expectation on the 
left hand side of (3.4.21) is with respect to the reduced Palm distribution 
of X at a E Illd, and >.(a; x) is the Papangelou conditional intensity of 
X at a. 

A Takacs-Fiksel method [37, 38, 114, 115] is then to choose suitable 
functions and to estimate both sides in the above formula. The resulting 
set of equations is solved, yielding estimates for the parameters of the 
model. The idea was originally suggested by Takacs [114, 115] for a 
particular case and generalised by Fiksel [37, 38]. A variant using only 
nearest neighbour measurements was developed by Tomppo [117]. 

When X is a Gibbs point process the conditional intensity can be com
puted in terms of the potential [59]. For the standard area-interaction 
process 

>.(a; x) = fJ'Y-m(B(a,r)\Sr(x)) 

for a tf. x; this depends only on Xa(a,2r). 

One interesting instance of (3.4.21) is 

f(x) = l{x n B(O, s) = 0} 
>.(O; x) 

using O as an arbitrary point of Illd (cf. [111, (5.5.18), p. 159]). Then 
IE[>.(O;X) f(X)] = 1 - F(s) where F(s) = JID(X n B(O,s) # 0) is the 
empty space function of X. Now ifs > 2r, 

>. JEiif(X) = ). J I{X n B(O,s) = 0} (J-l'Ym(B(O,r)\Sr(X) dPJ(X) 

= >. J I{X n B(O, s) = 0} /3-l'Ym(B(O,r)) dPJ(x) 

= ). 13-l'Y7rr2 [1 - G(s)] 
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where G(s) = IP'b(X n B(O,s) =f=. 0) is the nearest neighbour distance 

distribution function of X. Equivalently 

,\ 1 - G(s) _ /3 -1Tr2 

1 - F(s) - 'Y . 
(3.4.22) 

for all s > 2r. 
Thus parameter estimates for the area-interaction process can be ex

tracted directly from the standard statistics F and G. Similar identities 
hold for any (Markov) model with finite range of interaction. The ratio 
can be computed in many cases, when F and G separately cannot, and 
the graph provides an estimate for the interaction range. For further 

development of this idea see [10]. 
Identity (3.4.22) also provides a further description of the typical pat

tern generated by the model; F and G are used in spatial statistics as 

measures of clustering versus regularity, with 1 - F(t) = 1 - G(t) = 

exp{ -,\nt2} and hence (1 - G) j (1 - F) = 1 in the case of a Poisson pro
cess. Clustering is sometimes characterised by elevated G and lowered F; 
regularity by elevated F and lowered G [31]. Hence (1- G)/(1- F) < 1 
for clustering and > 1 for regularity. 

3.4-4 Approximation by lattice processes 

Besag, Milne and Zachary [19] proved that any purely inhibitory (or hard 

core) pairwise interaction point process is the weak limit of a sequence 
of lattice processes, and remark [19, p. 214] this is also true of general 
Gibbs point processes, again of purely inhibitory type. Here we extend 
the result to the area-interaction model, which is not inhibitory. 

Consider a partition { C1, ... , Cm} of the observation window A and 
choose representatives ~i E Ci. Denote the area of Ci by Ai > 0 and 
the set of all representatives by 3. We shall construct a { 0, 1 }-valued 
stochastic process n = {ni: i = 1, ... , m} which is auto-logistic, 

IP'(ni = l J nj,j =/=- i) 
1ID( . - 0 I .. ..I. ') = µ;(C;) (3.4.23) 
Jr n, - nJ, J r i 

where 

µ;(C;) =Ai II q(~i u y)'l(Y); 

the product ranges over all (possibly empty) subsets of 2 \ {~i}, the set 
function q is the clique interaction function (3.2.13) and 77(y) =IT ·E nj 

is either 0 or 1. ~1 Y 

Given a .realisation of n, construct a realisation x of a point process 
such that 1f ni = 0 then x n ci is empty, while if ni = 1 then x n ci 
co~sists of one point uniformly distributed in C; independently of other 
pomts. 
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Lemma 12 The conditional distributions (3.4.23) specify a distribution 

for n and 

p(n)=IIA7' II q(y)TJ(Y). 
p(O) i 0;iy<;;::::: 

The point process X is absolutely continuous with respect to a unit rate 
Poisson process on A, with density 

f(x) = f(0) II q(y)TJx(Y). 
0;iy<;;::::: 

Here 7/x(Y) = TI n(x n Cj) and the product ranges over all j such that 

~J E y. 

Proof: Cse Besag's factorisation theorem [15, p. 195]. 0 

Theorem 13 Consider a sequence of partitions Cr = { Cr,li ... , Cr,m(r)} 

.such that maxi diam( Cr,i) -+ 0. Then the corresponding point process 
xi ') converges weakly and in total variation to the area-interaction pro
cess. 

Proof: Let fr be the density of x(r). For fixed x 

fr(x) -+ II q(y) = /Jn(x) 1 -v(S'(x)) 

fr('/!) 0;iy<;;:x 

since all cells ultimately contain at most one point, and q is continuous 
in all its arguments. By dominated convergence, 

1 J fr(x) J 1 l 
fr(0) = fr(0) d7r(x) -+ ; p(x) d7r(x) = ;; 

thus. 

fr(x) 
fr(x) = fr(r/J) fr(r/J) --t p(x) 

pointwise and the theorem is proved. 0 

:J.4. 5 Psrndolikelihood estimation 
Because of the lattice approximation, the model parameters can be es
timated by pseudolikelihood [16, 19, 58]. Using the notation of Sec
tion 3.4.4, the pseudolikelihood for partition { Ci}~ 1 is 

PL(B) = II P(ni = 1 I nj,j -f i) 
xnC;;i0 

II {1-P(ni=Ilnj,jfi)}. 
xnCi=0 
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Since 

we have 

lim 2-P(ni = 1 I nj,j =Fi) = >.(ei; x) 
A;->0 Ai 

or P(ni = 1 I ni,j =f:. i) ~ Ai>.(ei; x). Therefore 

logPL(O)-n(x)logAi = L log{~iP(ni=llni,j=fi)} 
xnCd=0 

+ L log {1 - P(ni = 1 I ni,j =f:. i)} 
xnC,=0 

E log >.(ei; x) - E Ai>.(ei; x; 
xnCd=0 xnC; =0 

~ E log >-(ei; x) - j >-cei; x) de. 
€EX A 

In the limit, the pseudolikelihood equations are 

PL(f3,1;x) =exp{-1 >.(u;x)du} fI>.(xi;x) (3.4.24) 
w i=l 

where >.C; x) is the Papangelou conditional intensity. For the area
interaction model (3.2.9) 

>.(u;x) = p(xU {u}) = f3 1 -m(B(u,r)\S.(x\{u}))_ 
p(x\{u}) 

Writing t(u) = m(B(u, r) \ Sr(x \ {u} )) the maximum pseudolikelihooc 
estimates of f3 and / are the solutions of 

n = /3 l 1-t(u)du (3.4.25: 

n 

/3 l t(u)T-t(u)du I: t(xi) = (3.4.26: 
i=l 

Note that these have exactly the same form as the pseudolikelihooc 
equations for the Strauss model [100, p. 53]; in that case -t(u) is th• 
number of points in x with 0 < llu - Xiii :$ r. 

For inhibitory pairwise interaction models it is known that pseudo 
likelihood estimation is a special case of the Takacs-Fiksel method whei 
the interaction radius r is fixed [33, Section 2.4], [100, p. 54] or [109 
Section 4]. The same is true for the area-interaction model. 
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Theorem 14 For a stationary area-interaction process, the pseudolike
lihood equations (3.4.25) and (3.4.26) are special cases of the Takacs
Fiksel method. 

Proof: Take f to be either of 

f 13(x) - 13-i, 
f7 (x) - --y- 1m(B(O, r) \ Sr(x \ {O} )). 

These are the partial derivatives of log A.(O; x) with respect to (3 and 'Y· 
When f = f 13 an unbiased estimator for the left hand side of (3.4.21) is 

n 1 
---
m(A) /3 

and, by stationarity, an unbiased estimator of the right hand side is 

1 r 1 -t(u) 
m(A) JA ~ (3-y du. 

When f = f 7 , the average over the observed events 

_n _ _!_ t -t(xi) 
m(A) n i=l 'Y 

is an unbiased estimator of the left hand side of (3.4.26) by the Campbell
Mecke formula [111, p. 113], while an unbiased estimator for the right 
hand side is the window mean 

1 1-t(u)(3 -t(u)d -- -- I u. 
m(A) A 'Y 

These reduce to (3.4.25)-(3.4.26). 0 
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This Chapter develops a Bayesian approach to object recognition. We 
describe iterative optimisation schemes related to Besag's ICl\1 [17] and 
discuss how spatial birth-and-death processes can be used for sampling 
and stochastic annealing [42]. The relative merits of the methods are 
investigated by means of a simple synthetic example. 

·~. l. GENERAL 

A strong motivation for adopting a Bayesian approach to object recog
nition is that the MLE tends to contain clusters of almost identical 
objects, i.e. there is 'multiple response' to each true object, as noted in 
Section 2.6. This is related to the fact that the Hough transform has 
rather flat peaks around the correct object positions. Multiple response 
is undesirable if it is important to correctly determine the number of 
objects, and if it is believed that objects do not lie extremely close to 
one another. For instance in document reading it is known in advance 
that characters usually do not overlap. A standard approach in com
puter vision is to select one object per peak of the Hough transform; but 
this is very similar to a Bayesian approach using a prior model which 
assigns low probability to configurations in which objects are close to 
une another. 

'.\atural prior models p(x) belong to the class of nearest-neighbour 
\Iarkov object processes described in Chapter 3. Given observation of 
image y, the posterior probability density for scene x is then 
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p(x I y) ex f(y Ix) p(x). (4.1.1) 

The posterior distribution is often a nearest-neighbour object pro
cess too, though possibly with respect to a different neighbour relation. 
Specifically, for the overlapping objects relation (3.1.1) and a blur-free 
independent noise model with g( · I ·) > 0, the posterior distribution is 
Markov with respect to (3.1.1) as well. 

A Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator of the true configuration 
solves 

x = argmaxx p(x I y) 

= argmaxx f(y Ix) p(x). (4.1.2) 

Again, the optimisation is over the space 0 of all object configurations. 
In decision theoretic terms, this corresponds to imposing a 0-1 loss func
tion, according to whether the recognition is perfect or imperfect. As
suming p(·) > 0 rewrite (4.1.2) as 

x=argmaxx [logf(ylx)+logp(x)]. (4.1.3) 

Because of this expression, x is also called a penalised maximum likeli
hood estimator. The factor logf(y I x) is interpreted as a measure of 
goodness of fit to the data, and - logp(x) as a penalty for the complexity 
of the configuration x. Typically, p( ·) assigns low weight to configura
tions with many similar objects. Alternatively, P.J. Green noted that 
( 4.1.3) can be interpreted as an optimisation of Euler-Lagrange type. 

4.1.1 Prior models 
A simple prior is the Strauss process (3.1.4) which results in a penalty 
of - log /3 for the presence of each object Xi E x and a penalty of - log "Y 
for each pair of neighbouring objects (e.g. overlapping objects). Modifi
cations which might be useful in this application are 

n 
p(x) = a IT f31R(x;)j IT 1 tR(x;)nR(xj )j (4.1.4) 

i=l i<j 

and, for marked objects, to allow the interaction terms to depend on the 
marks. 

Regarding the choice of parameter values, note that if the raster is 
made finer (say, quadrupling the number of pixels) then the log likelihood 
typically increases by the same factor. This suggests that to maintain 
the balance between f andp in (4.1.2)-(4.1.3) the parameters log,8 and 
log/ of a Strauss model should also be multiplied by this factor. Models 
such as ( 4.1.4) with interactions expressed in terms of pixel counts, do 
not require such adjustment. 

Since the area-interaction model (3.1.8) 
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p(x) = o:,Bn(x)'Y-IS(x)I 

is also defined through pixel counts, the same remark holds. To enforce 
inhibition, choose 'Y < l. Then, with the number of objects fixed, the 
silhouette area jS(x)! is maximal if there is as little overlap as possible. 
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·L'.!. lHJL\TlVE ALGORITHMS 
Iterative are needed in order to find the MAP estimator ( 4.1.2). 
:\s in Section 2A we consider algorithms which add or delete objects 
ow· at a time. The Jog likelihood ratio criterion is now replaced by a log 

probability ratio. 

Algorithm 5 Apply Algorithms 1, 2, 3 or 4 with f(ylx) replaced by the 
probability p(xly). Thus we iteratively add object u to list x ijj 

1 j(y!xu{u})p(xU{·u}) >w 
,og f (y I x) p(x) - ' 

ddtte object x; ifj 

1 f(y ! x \ {xi}) p(x \ {xi}) > w 
og f(y ix) p(x) -

and if shifts are permitted. we shift Xi E x to u iff u E Q(x, Xi) and 

J(y I M(x, Xi, u)) p(M(x, Xi, u)) > 
log f (y I x) p(x) - w 

where w 2 0 is a chosen threshold. 

Tlw convergence properties of Algorithms 1-4 remain valid for this 
new objective function. An alternative description of Algorithm 5 is 
that the static threshold value used in the likelihood ratio algorithms 
is replaced by one that depends on the current reconstruction and on a 
smoothing parameter. 

Algorithm 5 is a close analogue of Besag's ICM algorithm [17]. If the 
object space U is finite, consider labelling each Uj E U with value 

v = { 1 if Uj EX 
1 0 else · 

The IC.l\I approach would be to visit each object sequentially and update 
its labd in the light of current estimates for the other objects: when the 
labelling is v, the label of the current object Uj is updated to 

argmax J!D(vj = k I y, (vi)i#J)· 

But this is clearly equivalent to comparing 

against 
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where x_ is the ~urrent object list; and this is Algorithm 5 (w = O). 
Algorithm 2 is a simple variant of ICM, at least in the discrete case. 

This alg~rithm is also defined when U is 'continuous' (any l.s.c. space) 
but the_ ~nterpretation is more complex. We add a new object u at 
t~e ~os1t~on w~ere the Papangelou conditional intensity of the posterior 
d1str~but10n, given the current configuration x on U \ { u}, is maximal, 
provided this is greater than ew (relative to the reference measureµ). 

4.2.1 Examples 
Figure 4.1 shows the result of steepest ascent ICM for the pellet texture 
of Section 2.6. The prior was a Strauss process of overlapping discs 
(3.1.4) with log,6 =log/= -1000. 

Figure 4.1: MAP reconstruction of the Brodatz pellets texture by steep
est ascent from an empty initial state ( w = 0) using a Strauss prior with 
log/3 =log/= -1000. 

As another example, consider a noise corrupted image of a scene con
sisting of rectangles of various sizes (Figure 4.2). The object space is 
four-dimensional; any rectangle can be described by the coordinates of 
its upper left and lower right corner. The forward model is blur-free 
Gaussian white noise. Because the object size is variable, MLE solu
tions cannot distinguish between one large rectangle and a union of 
several small ones having the same silhouette. Therefore we introduce a 
penalty - log f3 = 5.0 on addition of an object and obtain a (non-unique) 
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Figure 4.2: Realisation from a Gaussian blur-free independent noise 

model with a = 10, 81 = 150 and 80 = 100 , digitised on a 128 x 116 

grid. 

steepest ascent reconstruction given in Figure 4.3 (top). Fine tuning is 

possible by allowing the corners to move one pixel in every direction. 

The result is shown in Figure 4.3 (middle). 
Note that the posterior distribution cannot distinguish between an 

equal number of objects having the same silhouette. If it is desirable 

to have as many overlap as possible, a penalty - log 'Y = 5.0 on every 

pair of overlapping objects can be introduced, resulting in Figure 4.3 

(bottom), or for every pixel in the intersection (resolving uncertainty in 

the two objects in the top centre of the image). 

4.2.2 Relation to Hough transform 

In many cases, computing the posterior log likelihood ratio is a local 

operation, related to the Hough transform. For example, taking the 

Strauss prior (3.1.4), g(·I·) > 0 and a blur-free signal, 

J (y I x u { u}) p( x u { u}) 
log f( I) () =log,B+r(u;x)log"(+ 2:= Zt 

Y X p X R(u)\S(x) 

where r( u; x) = s(x U { u}) - s(x) is the number of neighbours of u in 

x and Zt = logg(yt\81) - g(yt\Oo) (cf. Section 2.5). The new term in I 

is a penalty against adding an object in the vicinity of existing objects. 

For the area-interaction prior (3.1.8) the term involving 'Y is replaced by 

-IR(u) \ S(x)llog1 so that we again obtain something very similar to 
the Hough transform. 

In general, for any independent noise model (2.2.3) with g(·I·) > 0, 

and any nearest neighbour Markov object prior (Definition 3), the pos

terior log likelihood ratio depends only on data pixels in the update 
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zone Z(x, u) and on the configuration in the restricted neighbourhood 
S( u I x U { u}) of the added object. 

4.2.3 Parameter estimation 
t:ntil now we assumed that the model parameters were known exactly. 
However, in realistic situations unknown physical variables have to be 
taken into account. In some applications where many similar images are 
available, these can be used for parameter estimation. In the absence of 
training data, estimation and recognition of objects must be carried out 
simultaneously. 

l\faximum likelihood can be applied to obtain estimates. This is fea
sible for many noise models; in particular for independent noise models 
the method is straightforward. The prior distribution, however, involves 
a normalising constant which cannot be evaluated, making maximum 
likelihood estimation intractable. An alternative, more efficient method 
is maximum pseudolikelihood estimation [15, 16, 58], which maximises 
the product of conditional densities. This product does not involve the 
normalising constant and is easy to compute for Markov processes. How
ever, it is not a genuine likelihood, except in the case of spatially inde
pendent objects. (See also Section 3.4.5). 

For the superficially similar case of image segmentation using Markov 
random fields, Besag [17] proposed the following procedure. Unknown 
parameters in f and pare denoted by <jJ and 'lj; respectively. 

Algorithm 6 

1. obtain an initial estimate x of the true pattern, with guesses for <P 

and 'lj; if necessary; 

2. estimate <jJ by maximising J(ylx; </J); optionally, estimate 'ljJ by the 
maximum pseudolikelihood method; 

3. carry out a single step of the reconstruction algorithm based on the 
current estimates x, ~ and ,,f;, leading to a new estimate x, and 
return to step 2. 

An alternative, fully Bayesian approach is to specify a prior distri
bution for each model parameter and replace step 2 above by sampling 
from the posterior distributions. 

As an illustration, Figure 4.4 displays a digitised piece of music, re
produced with kind permission of R. van den Boomgaard. The data was 
scanned by Peter Tax (University of Amsterdam). Here \Ve will focus on 
finding the locations of notes. To a good approximation their shape is 
elliptical, the major axis making a 30 degree angle with the horizontal 
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Figure 4.3: Steepest ascent reconstructions for the data in Figure 4.2 at 
threshold w = 0 using a Strauss prior. The initial state is empty. Top: 
only births and deaths, log /3 = -5 and log 'Y = 0. Middle: translations 
over 1 pixel in every direction, log ,B = -5 and log 'Y = 0. Bottom: 
translations over 1 pixel in every direction, log ,B = -5 and log 'Y = -5. 
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coordinate a..xis. As the shape is assumed to be constant, the parameter 
space and image space coincide, i.e. this is a translation model. 

Figure 4.4: Binary image of a small piece of music digitised on a 250 x 65 
grid. 

For the noise distribution a salt-and-pepper model was chosen, ·with 
unknown error fraction p. As it is known in advance that notes cannot 
overlap each other, a suitable choice for the prior distribution is a hard 
core object process (3.1.2). 

A steepest ascent reconstruction, starting from an empty list, for the 
data in Figure 4.4 is given in Figure 4.5. Here, w = 0 and log (3 = -50. 
The noise error fraction p is estimated during iteration by its ma.ximum 
likelihood estimator 

. IS(x).6.YI 
p= IT! . 

Recall that Y is the set of pixels with value 1 and .6. denotes the sym
metric set difference. To facilitate interpretation the data image was 
masked by the reconstruction and vice versa. 

Figure 4.5: Steepest ascent reconstruction (white) 'masked' by the data. 
The initial configuration is empty, w = 0 and the prior distribution is 
hard core with log p = -50. 

The scene contains not only notes, but also other features such as hor
izontal and vertical lines, thick bars etc. However, their contribution to 
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the Hough transform is small in comparison to real notes, due to the fact 
that negative pixel votes serve to compensate the positive contributions. 
In other words, the objects R( u) are large enough to accumulate strong 
evidence in the Hough transform and to suppress noise. By setting the 
penalty - log f3 for addition of a new object high enough, only desired 
objects are detected. 

It is interesting to note that the parts in the image are strongly con
nected. Vertical line segments are usually linked with the basic notes 
(except to separate measures) and might be joined by bars. Once the 
basic ellipses have been found, one could add an extra stage to look for 
line segments and then bars, thus building a hierarchical method for 
automatic music reading. We do not pursue this issue further. 
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-t3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this Section we study in detail a simple synthetic example in which a 
pattern of discs of fixed radius (parameterised by the centre coordinates) 
has been observed after addition of Gaussian noise (Figure 4.6). As the 
true scene is known, it is possible to compare algorithms by computing 
numeric performance measures. 

I • • •* • I• •• •• I 

~ •• • • . : • • 
Figure 4.6: Binary silhouette scene of discs with radius 4 and realisation 
from Gaussian model ·with a = 50, 81 = 150 and Bo = 100 digitised on a 
98 x 98 square grid. 

4. 3.1 Reconstructions 
Figure 4. 7 shows maximum likelihood reconstructions obtained by the 
coordinatewise optimisation algorithm (Algorithms 1and3) taking thresh
old value w = 0. The pixels were scanned in row major order and for 
the initial state we took the local maxima of 

lo f(y I {u}) 
g f(y 10) 

where the expression was non-negative. Furthermore, Algorithm 3 al
lowed translations over one pixel in every direction. Note the multiple 
response. especially where discs overlap each other. 

The reconstructions obtained using steepest ascent (Algorithms 2 and 
4) with empty initial state and threshold value w = 0 are given in fig
ure 4.8. In this case it seems important to stop short of convergence. 
Typically, when all the objects that are really present have been de
tected, the method keeps adding spurious ones. This can be counter
acted by taking a higher threshold value. In the present example choos
ing w = 6 will result in the 'best' reconstruction shown in Figure 4.9. 

Algorithm 5 is illustrated in Figure 4.10 for coordinatewise optimisa
tion. Again, the pixels were scanned in row major order choosing the 
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Figure 4. 7: MLE reconstructions using coordinatewise ascent with the 
local extrema of the Hough transform as initial state. Left: only births 
and deaths; right: births, deaths and translation. 
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Figure 4.8: MLE reconstructions using steepest ascent with the empty 
list as initial state. Left: only births and deaths; right: births, deaths 
and translation. 
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Figure 4.9: 'Best' intermediate MLE reconstruction using steepest as
cent \\'ith the empty list as initial state (both Algorithms 2 and 4). 

local extrema of the Hough transform as initial configuration. A Strauss 
prior model was used with parameters (3 = .0025 and r = .25. In the 
steepest ascent case fewer spurious discs are added. Indeed the final 
result is the 'best' one for this particular example (Figure 4.11). Over
all. MAP gives a clear improvement over MLE, successfully combating 
multiple response. 

4- S. 2 Typical behaviour 
ln the discussion below, we define one 'step' of each algorithm as a 
complete scan through the discretised parameter space. The number of 
'transitions' (additions or deletions ofobjects) per scan may vary: steep-

0 
0 oO 0 

0 Oo oO 

0 
0 oO 0 

0 0 oC Oo 
oo cD 

0 0 m 0 0 

0 0 CD 
J 0 0 

OJ 0 0 
0 On 

Figure 4.10: :vIAP reconstructions using coordinatewise ascent with the 
local extrema of the Hough transform as initial state. The prior distri
bution is a Strauss model with ,B = .0025 and ~/ = .25. Left: only births 
and deaths; right: births, deaths and translations. 
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Figure 4.11: MAP reconstructions using steepest ascent with the empty 
list as initial state. The prior distribution is a Strauss model with (3 = 
.0025 and 'Y = .25. Left: only births and deaths; right: births, deaths 
and translations. 

est ascent (and sampling techniques) generate one transition per scan, 
while coordinatewise optimisation yields a variable number depending 
on the data, the current reconstruction and the scanning order. 'Steps' 
are roughly proportional to total computer time, although this ignores 
the possibility of parallelism: steepest ascent could be implemented in 
parallel computation, but coordinatewise optimisation is inherently se
quential. 

The performance of an algorithm is measured by computing the log 
likelihood 
L(x(k) ; y) itself and two 'external' measures of fidelity, Pratt's figure 
of merit [1] 

1 1 

max{n(x),n(x(k))} ,L(k) 1 + ~d(x~,x) 
x,Ex 

and Baddeley's ~2 metric [2] 

{ n(~) ~ ( d(t,x) - d(t, x<k))) 2 r 
With a slight abuse of notation, the same symbol d is used to denote 
the distance from either a lattice or a configuration member to a given 
pattern. It can be justified by noting that in this particular example 
image space and object space coincide. 

We computed the ~2 distance and the figure of merit for the recon
struction x(k) at each iteration. Figure .1 graphs the performance of co
ordinatewise optimisation starting with the local extrema of the Hough 
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transform. Pixels were scanned in row major order. Again MAP shows 
a clear improvement over the MLE in terms of the external performance 
measures. Note that for Bayesian algorithms the log likelihood graph 
need not be monotone, as these methods aim at increasing the posterior 
likelihood. 

For the steepest ascent algorithms the behaviour is qualitatively dif
ferent, see Figure .2. ·while coordinatewise optimisation needs only a 
few scans through the image, steepest ascent from an empty initial image 
requires at least as many scans as there are objects in the image. New 
objects are added one-by-one, gradually improving the reconstruction 
quality, until all objects are detected; then the reconstructions deterio
rate. This method can however yield more accurate reconstructions than 
coordinatewise optimisation algorithms. especially in the non-Bayesian 
case. 

A widely used technique for object recognition is to compute the 
Hough transform and find its local extrema. In noisy images this proce
dure performs badly, as can be seen from the graphs in Figure .1 where 
the y intercept is the performance of the Hough extrema operator. 

4.3.3 Initial state influence 
Tables 1-12 show performance measures for the eight possible algorithms 
using various initial states. 

First :restrict attention to the methods based only upon addition and 
deletion. Using initial configurations other than the empty list does 
not change the overall pattern described above. Coordinatev.rise opti
misation converges in a few steps; steepest ascent slowly improves the 
reconstruction by removing incorrect objects and replacing them by the 
right ones. l\1AP shows less sensitivity to the initial state than does 
~ILE. 

:'fot surprisingly, the best reconstructions were obtained when initial
ising with the true image, but a perfect match is not guaranteed. This 
reflects the fact that the truth is not necessarily a solution of the l\IAP 
equations. 

One proposal is to use the local extrema of the Hough transform as the 
initial state. This appears sensible for the coordinatewise optimisation 
algorithms but not for steepest ascent. In most cases better reconstruc
tions could be obtained with an empty image as initial state. 

The same remarks hold if the initial state is a translation of the true 
state. A possible explanation is that extra effort is required to throw 
away incorrect estimates and replace them with better ones. 

In summary, for the add-delete algorithms, it is best as a rule of 
thumb to use the empty list as a starting state for the steepest ascent 
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a!gorit hms, unless additional information about the objects to be <le-
is available. This is especially so since time is wasted in throwing 

away incorrect objects (see the remarks in §7.2). Another advantage is 
that no preprocessing (e.g. computing the Hough transform) of the data 
is requin'd. 

Turning now to the add-delete-shift algorithms, we note that these 
1'xhibit IC'ss sensitivity to the choice of initial state. Another advantage 
is that the number of scans needed for steepest ascent decreases, as it 
is no longer necessary to throw away spurious objects first and then 
rf'place them by better ones. This is illustrated in Figure .2 where it 
must be noted that the plot for Algorithm 2 is cut off, as 71 transitions 
were needed. The graphs for the refined algorithms are smoother than 
those for the techniques based upon addition and deletion only, and 
the le\'els at convergence are better. The Bayesian method with only 
births and deaths is unable to reposition many discs, as the posterior 
log likelihood ratios are too small. \Vhen using Algorithm 2 more discs 
an• thrown away and readded at their proper positions, but many more 
scans through the image are required. 

Noise influence 
It is also of interest to investigate the influence of signal-to-noise ratio. 
We generated ten independent realisations of Model 1 for several values 
of u2. RN·onstructions were obtained and the average quality calculated 
for Algorithms 1--5. The results are depicted in Figure .3. 

As could he experted, the reconstructions become poorer when more 
noise is added. Due to the extra term penalising undesirable configu
rations, the l\1AP solutions are less sensitive to the noise variance than 
l\IL Pstimatl's. Steepest ascent is more robust than coordinatewise op
t im isation. 
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4.4. FIXED TEMPERATURE SAMPLING 

The natural analogue of the Gibbs sampler in this context is a spatial 
birth-and-death process [97, 83]. This is a continuous time, pure jump 
Markov process, whose states are configurations x E 0, and for which the 
only transitions are the birth of a new object (instantaneous transition 
from x to x U { u}) or the death of an existing one (transition from x 
to x \ {xi} ). Formally, write l3 for the (Borel) O"-algebra on U and let 
D(-, ·): n x U __, [O, oo) be a measurable function and B(-, ·): n x l3--+ 
[O, oo) a finite kernel, i.e. B(x, ·)is a finite measure on (U, !3) and B(·, F) 
is a measurable function on n. These are called the death rate and birth 
rate. The reason is clear from the following. Given the state x at time 
t, 

• the probability of a death x __, x \ {xi} during a time interval 
(t, t + h), h __, 0, is D(x \ { xi}, Xi)h + o(h); 

• the probability of a birth x __, x U { u} during time ( t, t + h), where 
u lies in a given measurable subset F ~ U, is B(x, F)h + o(h); 

• the probability of more than one transition during (t, t+h) is o(h). 

We will assume that B(x, ·) has a density b(x, ·) with respect toµ on U, 
so that intuitively b(x, u) is the transition rate for a birth x --+ x U { u }. 
Write 

B(x) = fu b(x, u) dµ(u) 

for the total birth rate, and similarly define 

D(x) = I: D(x \ { xi}, Xi)· 
x;EX 

To avoid explosion, i.e. an infinite number of transitions occurring 
in finite time, the rates have to satisfy certain assumptions. Preston 
[97, Prop. 5.1, Thm. 7.1] gave sufficient conditions under which there 
exists a unique spatial birth-and-death process with given rates solving 
Kolmogorov's backward equations 

d 
dtJID(Xt E A\Xo = x) = -[B(x) + D(x)] !P'(Xt E A\Xo = x) 

+ l lP'(Xt E A\Xo = z)R(x, dz) 

with R(x,A) = B(x, {u EU: x U {u} EA})+ I:x;Ex 1 {x \ {xi} EA} 
D ( x \ { Xi}, Xi) the total rate from pattern x into a measurable subset A ~ 
n. For a given process (Xt) he also found conditions for the existence of 
a unique invariant probability measure and convergence in distribution 
(i.e. convergence of lP'(Xt E F\Xo = x)). 
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Theorem 15 For each n = 0, 1, · · · define ;;,n = SUPn(x)=n B(x) and 
= infn(x)=n D(x). Assume On > 0 for all n 2: l. If either (a) K.n == O 

for sufficiently large n 2: 0, or (b) ;;,n > 0 for all n 2: 0 and both the 

""""'"·'"·'"" hold: 

~ Ko··· Kn-1 < 00 
L 151 .. ·On 
n=l 

~ 61 ···6n 
L = oo 
n=l 1q ... K.n 

then there exists a unique spatial birth-and-death process for which B(·) 
and D(.) are the transition rates; this process has a unique equilibrium 
distribution to which it converges in distribution from any initial state. 

A slightly stronger result given by M0ller [83] includes the case l'i:o = 0, 
d b h ~00 Kl·"Kn-1 d ~00 ~ 

Kn > 0 for all n 2: 1 an ot Lm=2 61 ·"0n < 00 an L.m=l K1 '"Kn = 00, 
still assuming all On positive for n 2: l. 

4-4.1 Constrnction 
Suppose we want to sample from the temperature modified posterior 
distribution 

PH(x I y) ex {f(y Ix) p(x)}l/H. ( 4.4.5) 

The purpose of introducing a temperature parameter is to sharpen peaks 
in posterior probability. For small H > 0, configurations with large 
posterior density are favoured, while others are suppressed. Indeed, if 
object space U is discretised PH(· I y) converges pointwise to a uniform 
distribution on the set of MAP solutions as H tends to zero. 

Consider any blur-free independent noise model (2.2.3) with g(·I·) > 0 
and a nearest-neighbour Markov object prior. The former assumption 
is needed so that the class K = { x : f (y I x) p( x) > 0} is hereditary. 
For some fixed k E [O, l] set 

{ 
(f(ylxu{u})p(xu{u}))k/H ifxEK 

bH(x, u) = 
0 

f(y Ix) p(x) 
if x tf_ K 

( 4.4.6) 

for u rt. x and death rate 

DH(x\{xi},xi)= /(ylx\xi})p(x\{x;}) H ifxE (4.4.7) { 
( !(~Ix) p(x) ) k-1 • K 

o~(x)/n(x) if x tf_ K 

Here 8~ = inf {Ex;Ex DH(X \ {xi}, Xi) I f(y I x) p(x) > 0, n(x) = n}. 
By convention, the infimum of the empty set equals oo. Note that by this 
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definition 8~ =On, where On is defined as in Theorem 15. The boundary 
cases k = 0 ('constant birth rate') and k = 1 ('constant death rate') are 
well-known in spatial statistics, to obtain realisations of a point process. 
It is widely argued (e.g. [98]) that the constant death rate procedure 
should be preferred, as under the constant birth rate process there is a 
high probability that a newly-added object will have a large death rate 
and thus be rapidly deleted again. 

For a nearest-neighbour Markov prior the above expressions are typ
ically easy to evaluate, since the normalising constant a is eliminated. 
Moreover the 'detailed balance' equations 

bH(x, u) PH(x I y) = DH(x,u) PH(x U {u} I y) ( 4.4.8) 

are satisfied whenever f (y I x U { u}) p(x U { u}) > 0. Intuitively, under 
the equilibrium distribution pH(· I y transitions from x into xU {u} are 
exactly matched by transitions from xU { u} into x. Given a spatial birth
and-death process with rates satisfying (4.4.8), Ripley [98] remarked that 
the process is necessarily time reversible and PH(·ly) is the density of 
its unique invariant probability measure. For each application, however, 
one should verify that the process just described is well-defined. For 
instance the following corollary of Theorem 15 holds. 

Corollary 16 Let y and H > 0 be fixed. For any blur-free independent 
noise model with g(·I·) > 0, and any nearest-neighbour Markov object 
process p( ·) with uniformly bounded likelihood ratios 

p(x U {u}) f3 
p(x) :S < oo 

there exists a unique spatial birth-and-death process for which (4.4.6} 
and (4.4. 7) are the transition rates. The process has unique equilibrium 
distribution PH(· I y) and it converges in distribution to PH(· I y) from 
any initial state. 

Proof: We will prove the following properties: 

1. On > 0, for n ~ 1; 

2. if /'\,no = 0 for some no ~ 1, then f'i.n = 0 "i/n ~no; 

3. if K,n > 0 for all n, then condition (b) of Theorem 15 holds. 

Property 1: Use the representation of the log likelihood ratio as a gen
eralised Hough transform (2.1.1). Since T is finite, we have upper and 
lower bounds on the goodness of fit, say I h(yt, 80,IJi) I :S a for all t. 
Hence 
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L(x U {u}; y) - L(x; y) I ::; a n(R(u)) ::; a n(T) 

where n denotes the number of pixels. For p( ·) we have by assumption 

Pl~~Jj}) ::; /3. If p(x) > 0 this implies that 

/c-1 

( f (y I x) p(x) ) Ir 
Du(x\ {u},u) = f(y Ix\ {u}) p(x\ {u}) 

[ k - 1 ] ~exp H(IL(x\{u}; y)-L(x; y) j+log,B) 

~exp [k ~ 1 (a n(T) + log,8)] =: 8 > 0. 

Suppose p(x) = 0. If p(z) = 0 for all z with n(z) = n(x), then DH(X \ 
{ = oo 2".: 6. Otherwise n(x) DH(x\ {u},u) = inf {DH(z) I n(z) = 
n(x). p(z) > O}. By the above argument, DH(z \ {zi}, zi) 2: 8 for all 
such z and z; E z. Hence DH(z) 2".: 8 n(x) and DH(x \ {u},u) 2".: o. 
Therefore DH(x) 2".: 8 n(x) for all patterns x, and hence 8n 2: 8 n > O 
for n ~ l. 
Property 2: Use the fact that K = {x : /(y I x) p(x) > O} is 
hereditary. 
Property 3: The birth rates are also bounded. For p(x) > 0 

= (f(y I xU{u})p(xU{u}))k/H 
f(y Ix) p(x) 

< exp[~ (a n(T) + log,B)] 

-. /'i, > 0. 

For p(x) = 0, again bH(x, u) = 0 ::; 11,. Hence BH(x) :s; /1, µ(U) and so 
Kn::; I\ µ(U). 

Using these bounds, one obtains 

Ko··· Kn-1 l'Ln µ(U)n 
r r < · lli ... Vn - n! 5n 

Since µ( U) is finite by assumption, the first assertion follows. Similarly 

bi··· 8n > n! 5n 
K1 ···Kn - Kn µ(U)n 

which does not converge to zero as n --t oo. The Corollary is proved if 
we combine these properties with Theorem 15. D 
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If the state space is discretised, the situation is easier. Recall that any 
Markov chain on a finite state space is uniquely defined by its transition 
rates and if for an irreducible Markov chain with rates R(i,j), i =fa j, 7f' 

is a probability measure satisfying the detailed balance equations 

R(i,j) 7r(i) = R(j, i) 7r(j) ( 4.4.9) 

then the chain is time reversible and has unique limit distribution 7r (see 
for instance [93, pp. 277-278]). Hence, if f (y Ix) > 0 for all x the class 
K is hereditary, due to the Markov property of p(·). It follows that the 
birth-and-death process defined above restricted to K is irreducible. 

To simulate the birth-and-death process we generate the successive 
states X(k) and the sojourn times T(k) as follows. Given X(k) = x(k), 

y(k) is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(DH(x(k)) + BH(x(k))), 
independent of other sojourn times and of past states. The next state 
transition is a death with probability DH(x(k))/(DH(x(k)) + Bn(x(k))), 
obtained by deleting one of the existing points Xi with probability 

Dn(x(k) \ {xi} ,xi) 
Dn(x(k)) 

Otherwise the transition is a birth generated by choosing one of the 
points u </. x(k) with probability density 

bH(x(k), u) 
Bn (x(k)) 

with respect to µ and adding u to the state. 

Algorithm 7 (Fixed temperature sampling) Run the process de
scribed above for a 'large' time period C and take x(L) where 

k 

L = min{k = 0, 1, 2, .. · 12.: t(i) > C}. 
i=O 

For a discussion of the rate of convergence see [83]. 
Figure 4 .12 shows a single realisation from the posterior distribution 

for the pellets texture of Section 2.6 using the same Strauss prior as for 
Figure 4.1. The realisation was obtained by running the constant death 
rate process described above Algorihtm 7. 

The main advantage of sampling techniques compared to determinis
tic methods is the ability to estimate any functional of the (modified) 
posterior distribution by taking a sufficient number of independent re
alisations. Examples of useful functionals are: the distribution (mean, 
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variance) of the number of objects; the probability that there is no ob-
in a given subregion of the image; the distribution of the distance 

from a given reference point to the nearest object and the first-order in
tensity [111]. In the discrete case the first-order intensity at u is simply 
the (posterior) probability that u belongs to x. It can be regarded as 
an alternative to the Hough transform. The posterior intensity is given 
in Figure 4.13. 

Clearly, other sampling techniques [44] could be used as well. How
ever, at small temperatures, those based on (standard) rejection sam
pling may have unacceptably long waiting times. 
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Figure 4.12: Realisation from the posterior distribution for the Brodatz 
pellets texture sampled at time 1. The prior distribution is a Strauss 
process with log /3 =log/= -1000. 

Figure 4.13: Posterior intensity estimated over 10 time units for the 
Brodatz pellets texture. The prior distribution is a Strauss process with 

log/3 = log1 = -1000. 
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4.5. CONVERGENCE OF INHOMOGENEOUS MARKOV PROCESSES 
Given a family of well-defined spatial birth-and-death processes indexed 
by temperature parameter H, each converging in distribution to the 
correspondingpn(· I y), stochastic annealing involves an inhomogeneous 
Markov process with H gradually dropping to zero. To find an annealing 
schedule that ensures convergence to a mode of the posterior distribu
tion, some results on inhomogenuous Markov processes are needed. The 
discrete time case has been studied in [50, 120]. 

4.5.1 Definitions 
Let µ and v be probability measures on a common measurable space 
(S, A). Their total variation distance is defined as the maximal differ
ence in mass on measurable subsets A E A 

IIµ - vii = sup I µ(A) - v(A) j. 
AEA 

IfjSj <oo 
1 

llµ-vll = 2 ,Li µ(i)- v(i) j. 
iES 

Similarly in the continuous case, if both µ and v are absolutely contin
uous with respect to some measure m with Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
fµ and fv, 

IIµ. - vii=~ fs 1 fµ(s) - fv(s) I dm(s). 

Definition 6 For a transition probability function (stochastic matrix) 
P(·,·) on (S,A), Dobrushin's contraction coefficient c(P) is defined 
by 

c(P) = sup II P(x, ·) - P(y, ·) JI. 
x,yES 

We list some properties that will be used in the sequel (see Dobrushin 
[34, Section 3]). 

Lemma 17 Let A be the set of all probability measures on (S, A). Then 
for all_ transition probability functions P and Q and for all µ, v E A the 
following hold 

(i) c(P) :S 1; 

(ii) c(P) = sup llr->.Pll . 
µfvEA lµ->.il , 

(iii) llµP - vPI/ :S c(P) JIµ - vlJ; 
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(iv) c(PQ) ~ c(P) c(Q). 

For completeness, the proof is given below. Much can be found in 
[34]. 
Proof: Property (i) is trivial; 

To prove (ii) first note that, since !lox - 8yl! = 1 for all x ¥- y, 

c(P) 

For the reverse inequality, choose >., µ E A and consider 'the' Jordan
Hahn decomposition [52] of S with respect to µ - >., i.e. find a disjoint 
measurable partition A+, A- such that 

(µ - >.)(A) 2:: 0 VA+ 2 A EA, 

(µ - >.)(A)~ 0 VA- 2 A EA. 

Then IIµ - >.ii= (µ->.)(A+)v(>.-µ)(A-) and since (µ->.)(A+uA-) = 
0, 

Setting r(A) := infyES P(y, A), for all x ES 

P{x, A) - r(A) ~ sup I P(x, A) - P(y, A) I = c(P). 
x,y,A 

Consider the case µP(A) 2:: >.P(A). The other case is similar. Then 

µP(A) - >.P(A) =Is P(x,A)(µ - >.)(dx) 

= i+ P(x, A)(µ - >.)(dx) + i- P(x, A)(µ - >.)(dx) 

SL+ P(x, .4)(µ - >.)(dx) + i- r(A)(µ - >.)(dx) 

= j (P(x, A) - r(A)) (µ - >.)(dx) 
A+ 

S c(P) (µ - >.)(A+)= c(P) IIµ - >.ii· 

Therefore 



llp,P - ,\Pll = sup I µP(.4) - ,\P(A) I ~ c(P) IIµ - ..\II 
11 AEA 

a.nd hence 

sup JiµP - ,\Pll ::; c(P) 
>4µ.EA IIµ - ,\II 
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which proves (ii). Property (iii) is an easy consequence of property (ii); 
for (iv) note that 

(PQ)(x,·) - (PQ)(y,·)11 = llP(x,·)Q- P(y,·)Qll 

< c(Q) llP(x, ·) - P(y, ·)II. 

Therefore 

c(PQ) = sup llPQ(x, ·) - PQ(y, ·)II 
x,y 

< c(Q)supl!P(x,·)-P(y,·)11 
x,y 

= c(P) c(Q). 

0 

4.5.2 Limit theorems 
The main theorem of this Section states sufficient conditions under which 
a sequence of Markov processes converges in total variation to a well
defined limit. 

Recall that the transition semi-group (Qt)t;:::o of a Markov process 
(}'t)t2:0 in continuous time is the semi-group of probability kernels rep
resenting its conditional distributions, 

Qt(y, F) = JP(Yt E F 110 = y). 

Theorem 18 Let (Xt)t;::o be a non-stationary Markov process on a mea
surable space (S,A), defined by a sequence of transition semi-groups 
( Qn )nEN. The process follows the transition rules Qn in the time period 
[tn,tn+l), that is 

JP(Xs E FI Xr = y) = (Qn)s-r(y,F) 

for tn :S r < s < tn+l · Here tn / oo as n-+ oo. Assume that for each 
n E N, Qn has an invariant measure µn, i.e. 
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for all F EA and t 2: 0. Assume moreover that the following hold 

00 

(C) L Jlµn - µn+1ll < 00 

n==l 

( D) c( Ptt' ) -+ 0 as t' -t oo for all t 2: 0 

where Ptt1(x,F) = JP(Xt' E F I Xt = x). Then µ 00 = limµn exists 
and vPot -t µ 00 in total variation as t -t oo, uniformly in the initial 
distribution v. 

Proof: Condition (C) implies that (µn) is a Cauchy sequence in 11·11 
and hence converges in total variation to µ 00 , say. 
Define n(t) = sup {n : tn :::; t} choose 0 :::; t < tn(t)+ 1 < t' < oo. Then 

µ=Ptt' - µ= = (µoo - µn(t))Pu 1 + µn(t)ptt' - µoo 

(µoo - µn(t))Ptt' + µn(t)Pttn(t)+I Ptn(t)+lt' - µoc,• 

Since µn(t) is an invariant measure one sees that 

Hence 

µ00Ptt 1 - µoo = (µoo - µn(t))Ptt1 + µn(t)Ptn(t)+it' - µoo 
n(t')-1 

(µoo - µn(t))Ptt 1 + L (/Lk - µk+1)Ptk+1t' 
k=n(t) 

llµ00Ptt 1 - µ00 II < l/µoo - µn(t) II c(Pu1 ) 

n(t')-1 

+ L l!µk - µk+tll c(Ptk+lt') + llJln(t') - µocll 
k=n(t) 

00 

< 2 sup llµk - µooll + L Jlµk - µ·k+1ll 
k ?_n( t) k=n( t) 

- 0 (t - oo). 

Let E > 0. Choose t such that JJµ 00 Ptt1 -µooll < E/2 for all t' > tn(t)+I· 
Next observe that 

llvPot' - µooll ll(vPot - µoo)Ptt' + µ00Ptt 1 - µxii 
< llvPot - µocll c(Ptt') + llµocPtt' - Jlocll 
< c(Pu1 ) + llµocPtt' - µ.ooJI. 

Use condition (D) to choose t' such that c(Ptt') < E/-1. Summarising, we 
obtain 
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llvPot - µooll-; 0 uniformly in v (t-; oo). 

0 

A sufficient condition for (D) is given by the next result. It is easier to 
work with, since only stationary Markov chains have to be considered. 

Lemma 19 Use the same notation as in the previous Theorem. If 
c(Pt,,t,,+1 ) :S 1 - l/n for all n 2 2, the Dobrushin condition (D) holds. 

Proof: Write Pn = Pt,,.tn+i. Then 

Thus 

1 
-logc(Pn) 2 1- c(Pn) 2 -. 

n 

00 00 1 
- L logc(Pn) 2 L - = oo 

n=2 n=2 n 

or equivalently 

N 

JI c(Pn)-; 0 (N -r oo). 
n=2 

Fix t. Then for t' > tn(t)+2 

c(Pu1) = c(P, P, P, ) ttn(t)+l tn(t)+Itn(t)+2 '' · tn(t')t' 

< c(Pun(t)+i) [ n(fr-1 c(Pi)l c(Ptn<t'>t') 
i=n(t)+l 

n(t')-1 

< IT c(Pi) -; 0 (t'-; oo). 
i=n(t)+l 

0 
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-1.6. OBJECT RECOGNITION BY STOCHASTIC ANNEALING 

An alternative method for solving the MAP equations ( 4.1.2) can be 
based on the results of Section 4.5. Assuming the conditions of Corol
lary 16, for each fixed H we can construct a spatial birth-and-death 
process with equilibrium distribution PH(- I y). Our proposal therefore 
is to use a stochastic annealing algorithm that simulates these processes 
consecutively with H gradually dropping to zero. In contrast to ICM, 
if the temperature H decreases sufficiently slowly, stochastic annealing 
results in a global maximum. 

In the superficially similar context of image segmentation, a simulated 
annealing algorithm was developed by Geman and Geman [42]. How
ever, the Markov processes involved are rather different. Since in seg
mentation problems both object and image space are finite pixel grids, 
a discrete time 1vfarkov chain changing each pixel label in turn suffices. 

4- 6.1 The summability condition 
First we consider the summability condition (C) in Theorem 18. 

Lemma 20 For fixed data y, let Hn "'>, 0 ( n --+ oo) and consider the 
fiequence of Hn -modified posterior distributions with densities 

PHn(x I Y) ex {f(y / x) p(x)}l/Hn 

1Pith respect to the reference measure n on n (law of Poisson process or 
counting rneaS'ure in the discretised case). Assume that n(.vt) > 0, where 
.tt denotes the set of solutions to the MAP equations {4.1.2}. Then the 
sequence PHn converges in total variation to a uniform distribution on 
.\.·t. Moreover the sequence satisfies condition (C}. 

Proof: Since rr(.M) > 0, :3 x# attaining the maximum. Denote 

( f (y Ix) p(x) ) l/Hn r 
ln(x) = J(y / x#) p(x#) , Zn =Jn ln(x)dn(x). 

It is easily seen that l 11 (x)--+ l{x E .M}, (n-> oo), and 

lim Zn = f lim l 11 (x)dn(x) = f l{x E JVi}dr.(x) = n(.M) 
n~xi Jn n->oo Jn 

by the dominated convergence theorem. Moreover, Zn l 7r(.vt), sup Zn = 
Z1 :S: 1r(O) < CX). 

To prove condition (C), suppress the dependence on x and consider 

I ln ln+l I ( . )-1 j l Z I I Zn - Zn+l = ZnZn+l lnZn+I - n+l n 



::; (ZnZn+l)-l { ln+ll Zn+l - Zn I+ Zn+l I ln+l - ln I} 

::; 7r(~)2 {Zn+l(ln -ln+l) +ln+1(Zn - Zn+l)} 

rr(n) z } 
::; 7r(M)2 {ln - ln+l + Zn - n+l 

Therefore 

I! r I ln(x) _ ln+l (x) I d?r(x) ::; 
n=lJn Zn Zn+l 

N-1 (fl) 1 ::; L ( )2 {ln(x) - ln+i(x) + Zn - Zn+i} d?r(x) 
n=l 7r M n 

(fl) N-1 
= ~ )2 r L {ln(x) - ln+i(x) + Zn - Zn+i} d?r(x) 

7r M Jn n=I 

= 7r(fl~ 2 { {li (x) - lN(x) + Z1 - ZN} d?r(x) 
rr(M Jn 

7r(fl) 
= rr(M)2 (1 + rr(fl)) (Z1 - ZN) 
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Letting N--+ oo the right hand side converges to 11"(~~2 (l+rr(fl)) (Z1 -
rr(M)) < oo. D 

A more restricted version, 1fn ex exp[- f / Hn] for a bounded, measur
able function f was proved in Theorem 3.3.a of [50]. The assumption 
rr(M) > 0 is needed; if 7r(M) = 0 the sequence of modified posterior dis
tributions will not converge in total variation (cf. (50, Theorem 3.3.b]). 

4.6.2 The Dobrushin condition 
From now on let f be a blur-free independent noise model with g( ·I·) > 0. 
Again, let Hn ',. 0 and consider the family (xCn))neN of spatial birth
and-death processes on K = {x: f(y Ix) p(x) > O} defined by (4.4.6) 
and (4.4.7). As K is closed and irreducible, the processes are well-defined 
and converge to the unique limit PH(· I y) (see Section 4.4). 

Recall the following result by M0ller [83], a generalisation of earlier 
work by Lotwick and Silverman [77]. 

Theorem 21 Let Xt be a spatial birth-and-death process and define K-n, 

On as in Theorem 15. Assume moreover that On > 0 for all n 2'.: 1 and 
"'n = 0 for all n >no (condition (a)). Then for all fixed to > 0 
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sup l!Pt(x, ·) - Pt(Y, ·)Ii~ 2 (1 - K(to))~-l 
x,y 

Jo~ ~ll t > to. The supremum is taken over all initial states x, y con
taining at most no objects. 

Here 

K(to) = min Ko(n, t0 ). 
n:$no (4.6.10) 

Therefore, by Lemma 19 we can construct an annealing schedule sat
isfying condition (D) by requiring 

2 ( 1 - K (to)) ~ - 1 :$ 1 - .!. 
n 

or equivalently 

t > t (i + log( t (1 - ~))) 
- 0 log(l - K(to)) · 

(4.6.11) 

Under the assumption in Lemma 20, condition (C) also holds and by 
Theorem 18 the sequence of birth-and-death processes constructed this 
way converges in total variation to a uniform distribution on the set 
of global maxima of the posterior distribution, regardless of the initial 
state. 

The proof of Theorem 21 is instructive and needed for the generalisa
tions discussed below. 
Proof: (Lotwick & Silverman, Mlllller) 
Let Xt and yt be two independent spatial birth-and-death processes 
and assume that the number of objects is bounded by no. The initial 
distributions are )., an arbitrary probability measure concentrated on 
configurations with at most no points and the equilibrium measure v 
respectively. Write Zt = (Xt, yt). Since state (0, 0) is discrete, coupling 
applies. Define 

Ut = { Xt, t < T 
yt, t ~ T 

where r = inf {t > 0 : Xt = yt = O}. 

Then r is a stopping time and Ut 4 Xt. Hence for every measurable 
A, 



JP\(Xt EA) - v(A) = JP\(Ut EA) - v(A) 

= JP\(Xt EA; t < r) + JPl,\(Yt EA; t 2: r) - v(A) 

S ll\(Xt EA; t < r) + JPl,\(yt EA) - v(A) 

= IP\(Xt EA; t < r) S .IP'(t < r). 

Similarly 

Thus 

v(A) - .IP',\(Xt EA) = v(A) - JPl,\(Ut EA) 

= v(A.) - JP\(Xt EA; t < r) - IP\(yt EA; t 2: r) 

= IP',\(yt EA; t < r) - IP\(Xt EA; t < r) 

S IP',\(Yt EA; t < r) S IP',\(t < r). 

!Iv - IP',\(Xt E ·)II S .IP',\(t < r). 
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(4.6.12) 

To find a bound on JP\(t < r), again assume that Xt and yt are in
dependent birth-and-death processes and fix an initial state Zo = (x, y) 
containing m and n objects respectively. Then JlD( first transition in Z 
occurs before time t and is a death I Zo) 2: K 1(m + n, t). To see this, 
set 

f(x, y) = [l - e-x-y] _Y_ 
x+y 

where x = (BH(x) + Bn(Y)) t ;:::: 0 and y = (DH(x) + DH(Y)) t > 0. 
The partial derivatives of f are 

aaf (x, y) = ( y )2 [(1 + x + y)e-x-y - l]; 
x x+y 

8f (x, y) = _Y_ e-x-y + x (l - e-x-y) > 0. 
8y x+y (x+y)2 

Setg(z) = (l+z)e-z-1 on (O,oo). Sinceg'(z) = -ze-z < 0, U(x,y) < 
0. Therefore a lower bound can be obtained by taking x as large and y 
as small as possible. It follows that 

IP'( r S to I Zo) 2: 

IP'( first m + n transitions occur before t0 and all are deaths I Zo) ;:::: 
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( fi . . 11 to r rst m + n SOJOUfll times are a S: --
m + n 

and all these transitions are deaths I Zo) 2: Ko(rn + n, t0 ). 

Since the number of objects is bounded above by no, K(to) = miIIn<no 

Ko ( n, to) > 0 and l?( T ::S: to) 2: K (to) for all initial distributions. In f;ct. 

P(1 > kto) S: (1 - K(t0))k 

for all k E N. 
The proof is by induction. For k = 1 the assertion has been proved 

alri>ady and we may assume the statement is correct for some k E N. 

Then 

J?( T > ( k + 1) to) = 

j IP(Z1 -/=- (0, 0) in (to, (k + l)to) I Zt0 = z) 

!?( Z1 -/=- ( 0, 0) before to and Zt0 E dz) 

S: (1 - K(to))k j J!D(Zt :f. (0,0) before to and Zt0 E dz) 

= (1 - K(to))k JP(Zt =/=- (0, 0) before t0) S: (1 - K(t0))k+l 

which completes the induction argument. 
'.\'ow. for arbitrary t > to, 

tsing (-1.6.12). Theorem 21 is proved. 

4.6.S Example 

0 

Consider the synthetic example studied in Section 4.3. We will use the 
samP parameter values here, to enable comparison. 

In practice, the theoretical temperature schedule (4.6.11) is too slow 
and one resorts to 'feasible' schemes. Here we chose a geometric cooling 
of rate 1 /2 and initial temperature H = 4.0. The log posterior likelihood 
as a function of time is given in Figure .4; Figure .5 graphs the number 
of objects against time. Finally a typical reconstruction sampled at 
H = .25 is given in Figure 4.14. The constant death rate method was 
used throughout. 
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In contra..'lt to ICM, stochastic annealing results in a global maximum, 

regardless of the initial state. Experiments with several initial states 

arc in accordance with the theory in that similar reconstructions were 

obtained. One has to be careful though, since a too fast cooling schedule 

wa .. ., used. For a discussion on the implications of such ad hoe choices, 

see [46]. 
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Figure 4.14: Sample taken at time 25 for a geometric cooling schedule 

starting at H = 4.0 of rate .5 (left) and from the posterior distribution 

after 2.0 time units {right) for a Strauss prior with f3 = .0025 and 'Y = .25 

A good compromise between ICM and stochastic annealing is to sam

ple at a fixed 'low' temperature (see also [41]). A reconstruction ob

tained by running the constant death rate procedure at H = 1 is given 

in Figure 4.14. Using constant birth rate instead was found to behave 

worse. The latter method tends to add an unlikely object and immedi

ately deletes it again. This confirms experience reported in the literature 

([83, 98]). 
Estimates of the posterior intensity (Figure 4.15) suggest that the pos

terior distribution is rather peaked and can be used as an approximation 

to ~IAP estimation, apart from being interesting in its own right. 

Typical runs of the constant death rate method are illustrated in Fig

ure .6, where the .6.2 distance [2] to the 'true' pattern is graphed against 

time. Starting from an empty scene, objects are immediately added 

to form a plausible reconstruction followed by deletion and immediate 

readding of one of the objects. Note that the results obtained this way 

are comparable to steepest ascent reconstructions. 

For the Brodatz pellet texture of Figure 2.1, the results of simulated 

annealing are very similar to those of posterior sampling (Figure 4.12), 

as could be expected from Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.15: Posterior intensity at temperature 4.0, 1.0 and .25 (from 

top to bottom). 
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4.6.4 Remarks and extensions 
Generalisations to diffusing objects are possible. In the finite case \UI < 
x;, write 

M(x,xi,u) 

for the configuration obtained from x by replacing Xi by u. The set 
of u E U for which this operation is allowed is denoted by Q(x, xi). 
Typically it consists of unoccupied objects close but not identical to Xi. 

Suppose the diffusion rates are also powers of the log likelihood ratios 

, ,,, -{f(y I M(x,xi,u)) p(M(x,xi,u)) }k/H 
cH(x, Xi, u) - f (y I x) p(x) ( 4.6.13) 

If detailed balance is required to hold as well, necessarily k = ~. 
Writing CH (x) for the total diffusion rate out of state x, the expected 

sojourn time Bn(x)+cH\x)+DH(x) is less than 1/ (BH(x) + DH(x)), the 
expected waiting time for the process with only births and deaths. New 
positions with a large increase in posterior likelihood are favoured. 

The following additional notation is needed. 

'Yi = m( ax. CH(x); i'm = . _:rµa,x 'Yi+ /j; CTm = im + K:m + ..:Ym 
n x)=i i,1:i+1=m 

and K1,Ko,K as in (4.6.10). 

Lemma 22 The Markov chain on K with rates given by (4.4.6), (4.4. 7) 
and ( 4. 6.13) is irreducible and satisfies the detailed balance equations. 
It is time reversible and has unique equilibrium distribution PH(·\y). 
11·1oreover for all fixed to > 0 

~~xii Pt(x,·)-Pt(y,·) II:$ 2 (1- K(to))fo-l 

for all t > to. 

Proof: Every configuration x can be reached from every other config
uration z by first deleting all points in x \ z and then adding z \ x, since 
all birth and death rates are strictly positive. Thus the Markov chain is 
irreducible. Since the detailed balance equations hold by construction, 
the first part of the result follows. The second part can be derived by 
coupling arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 21. The 
only change is that we now have to prove that lP'( the first transition in 
Z occurs before time t and is a death I Zo) = 
[l - exp {-(BH(x) + BH(Y) + CH(x) + CH(Y) + DH(x) + DH(Y))t}] 

DH(x)+DH(Y) . 
BH(x)+BH(Y)+CH(x)+CH(Y)+D8 (x)+DH(Y) 2: K1 (m + n, t). To see this, let 

f ( x · !J, ;:; ) = [ 1 - e-(x+y+z) J x+~+z. The partial derivatives are 
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Bf(x,y,z)= z [(x+y+z+l)e-(x+y+z)_1]· 
Bx (x+y+z)2 ' 

Bf(x,y,z)= z [(x+y+z+l)e-(x+y+z)_1]· 
By ( x + y + z) 2 ' 

and 

Bf (x, y, z) = e-(x+y+z) z + [1 - e-(x+y+z)] x + y . 
Bz x + y + z (x + y + z)2 

Since ~(x, y, z) < 0, U(x, y, z) < 0 and ¥z(x, y, z) > 0, the statement 
follows. D 

In the continuous case, n objects can perform a diffusion on un 

dxt = \7 logps(x I y) dt + V2if dBt 

at least if PHC I y) is strictly positive and infinitely differentiable [98, p. 
178]. Here Bt denotes Brownian motion. See also [43, 82]. 
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4. 7. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

The building blocks of Algorithms 1-7 are the forward log likelihood ra

tios (2.4.6), (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) and the prior log likelihood ratios (3.1.5). 
The former is a function of the object parameter u, that is closely related 

to the Hough transform and involves only pixels in a relatively small 

zone Z(x,u) determined by u and the current pattern x (cf. (2.5.11), 

Section 2.5). Focusing on blur-free models, the (generalised) Hough 

transform (2.5.9) depends on the data image only through 

which can therefore be 'precomputed' in the initialisation step (in gen

eral, the data image is directly involved). Moreover, after adding or 

deleting a particular point u the log likelihood ratio (2.5.9) requires up

dating only for v in the region 

F(u) = {v EU: R(v) nR(u) # 0}. 

For example, in a translation model with U = T = ffid and R(u) = Ro+u 
this is the central symmetrisation V ( u) = Ro EB Ro + u. 

For a nearest-neighbour Markov prior, the latter component is 'local' 

too and depends only on those objects in the current reconstruction that 
are neighbours of u (cf. Section 3.1.3). 

Computations are carried out on a logarithmic scale to avoid overflow. 

In fixed-temperature sampling or stochastic annealing, write aH for the 
log birth rate ( cf. formulas ( 4.4.6) and ( 4.4. 7) ), 

aH(x,·u) = ~ ( L(x U {u}; y) -L(x; y) + logp(xp~x~u})). 

One could first find 

m(x) = m:x aH(X, u) 

and then digitise to compute 

BH(x) = em(x) L.>xp [aH(x,uj) - m(x)] 
j 

':·here the exponential terms lie between 0 and 1. The conditional like
lihood of a birth at u is computable from the same summands 

bH(x,u) 
BH(x) =exp [aH(x, u) - m(x)] exp [m(x) ~log BH(x)]. 
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death rates can be dealt with similarly. 

\\'(' implemented the simulations and reconstructions in C++ (AT&T 

. [ l ) using the CLIP library [110] for manipulating the image data. The 

c-+ language is well suited, since it allows the user to define separate 

classes for each of the mathematical entities: changes in one class do not 

any other class. Here the model components are template shapes, 

configurations, signal function, noise model and prior distribu

tion. For each of these we defined a C++ class maintaining the rele

rnnt parameter settings, performing update operations and computing 

t !.w likelihood ratios. Computations were carried out in single precision 

arithmetic: using double precision resulted in slightly different recon

structions. 

4. 7.1 Sampling 
In fixed temperature sampling or stochastic annealing (k f:. l), the com

putational effort is mainly in sampling from b;!(x, · )/ Bu(x). Sin('.e the 

birth rate bH(x, u) is an exponential function of the Hough transform 

12.5.11), it tends to have sharp peaks as a function of u when H is small 

or when x is suboptimal. There is then a high probability that the nt>xt 

transition will add a new object u at one of the locations that is close 

to maximal for bH(x, u). This implies that rejection sampling meth

ods that generate a putative new object uniformly become impractical. 

.\Iany proposals would be rejected and the waiting times would be un

acceptably long. This suggests using an algorithm which incorporates a 

search operation over U. 
One simple algorithm of this kind is to find the global maximum 

of birth rate b* = maxu bH(x, u), then locate all objt'ds u satisfying 

bH(X. u) :2'. ab* where a < 1, or larger than a given threshold value. 

~faking a list of all such candidates we proceed as if these are the only 

objects in [J, computing the total birth rate of the candidates and per

forming rejection sampling. After each transition the list of candidates 

has to be recomputed. This algorithm is an approximation to the de

sired birth-and-death process: larger values of a increase the speed but 

decrease accuracy of the approximation. 

An exact algorithm can be obtained by incorporating a rejection sam

pling step. Denote the threshold on the birth rates defined above by 

wu(x) and, for u (j. x, set 

( . ) { 
bH(X, u) if bH(X, n) :2'. tl'H(x): 

9f1X,U = 
u·H(x) else. 

Writing G H (x) for the integral of 9H, we generate a sequence (X(k), y(kl) 

of states and sojourn times as follows. 
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Algorithm 8 An initial state x(O) is given. For each k = 0, 1, 2, ... 
compute D = DH(x(k)), G = GH(x(k)) and set T(k) = 0. 

• Add an exponentially distributed time to T(k) with mean l/(D+G)j 

• with probability D~G generate a death x(k+l) := x(k) \ XJ by delet
ing one of the points in x(k) at random according to distribution 
DH(·, ·) and stop; 

. ( (k) )/G . h b b ·1· bH(x<kl ,u) • else sample a point u from gH x , u ; wit pro a z zty YH(x<k),u) 

accept a birth x(k+I) := x(k) U { u} and stop; otherwise repeat the 
whole procedure. 

It is important to note that the method does not require computation 
of the total birth rate. 

To see the validity of the algorithm above, note that we generate a 
(1-dimensional) Poisson process of putative events with rate D +G. The 
acceptance probability p of an event is 

_!}_ + _G_ f bH(x, u) gH(x, u) dµ(u) = D + BH(x). 
D+G D+G}ugH(x,u) G D+G 

Due to the thinning property of Poisson processes [26, p. 241] the sojourn 
time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(BH(x) + DH(x). Next, 
consider the transition rate for the addition of an object u to pattern x: 

f (1- p)k_G_ bH(x,u) gH(x,u) 
k=O D+G 9H(x,u) G 

The death rates can be treated similarly. 

4- 7.2 Multiresolution techniques 
Whatever strategy is adopted, there will be problems with the 'curse 
of dimension', i.e. as the dimension of the object space U increases, 
the cost of searching U increases exponentially. This problem is well
known in the context of Hough transforms; it is often named as the 
major limitation on their performance, and multiresolution strategies 
are usually recommended. 

We propose using the following multiresolution algorithm. For each 
'resolution level' m = 0, 1, ... , M conceptually divide object space U 
into a partition Um = {U1,m, ... , Ukrn,m} such that each partition is a 
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n>firwmrnt of the prrvious onr: ui.m = UJ Ut) .m-> I for all i. m. 'Concer:i
tually" mrans that the subdivision of a block into is 
only carried out when needed. The standard example is the quad-tree 
in which the unit square is divided into 2m >< 2m small!'r squares at 

lnterpn•t each partition Um as a class of 'large ob.kcts· in T defining 
for any i · ~ [ r 

R(\") = LJ R(u) 
uE \. 

,or '--'uE\·Z(x. u) in the blurred case). 
Define a Hough transform on Um 

tER(\') 

where w is any image. This provides an upper bound for tlw Hough 
transform on C, provided Wt :2: 0: 

Furthermore the Hough transform at level m is an upper bound for the 
Hough transform at level m + 1 

l{(m)(l" ) . . H(m+I)( • ) w 'im :2'. . max. w [11,m+l .. 
['J,Tn.+l CVun 

(4.7.14) 

Suppose we can find an image w, possibly depending on x, such that 

where h is as in (2.5.11). For example in the blur-free case we can take 

U't = l{t !/. S(x)} (h(y1JloJJi)t 

where a+= max{a,O}. Assuming the conditions of Corollary 16 hold, 
we obtain a decreasing sequence of upper bounds on the birth rates of 
the stochastic annealing procedure: 

(4.7.15) 

where u E c.\1,.\1 c ... c U;o.O and 
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with f3 is as in Corollary 16. The maximum birth rate, and the set of 

locations where the birth rate is near to maximum, can then be deter
mined by searching the multiresolution space dynamically in the usual 

way. This method bears many resemblances to the adaptive Hough 

transform [56]. 
An application of this technique is shown in Figure 4.16. This is a 

synthetic example modelled on the problem of identifying linear features 

such as long crystals and fission tracks in micrographs of minerals. The 

objects are line segments of variable length, so that the object space U 
is 4-dimensional, making simple search methods computationally expen
sive. 

I 
/ / 

Figure 4.16: Synthetic 256x256 image of blurred line segments degraded 

by additive Gaussian noise with 0"2 = 9 (left). Reconstruction by steep

est ascent using a Strauss prior with f3 = .002 and 'Y = 0.25 (right). The 
initial configuration is empty and w = 0. 

The signal is assumed to be a function of the distance d(t, x) from t 
to S(x), in this case linear decay 

for d(t, x) ~ c; 
otherwise. 

Figure 4.16 is a simulation of this model with (arbitrary) line segments 

of length ranging between 60 and 70, foreground brightness 100, back
ground brightness 254, decay radius c = 4 pixel units, and additive 
Gaussian noise with variance 9.0. 

The choice of parametrisation is important for the computational cost 

of the multiresolution algorithm. We choose to parametrise segments by 
their length f, orientation p, and the coordinates (d, t) of the midpoint 
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of the segment after rotation by -p. so that d is thC' from tlu' 
(arbitrary) origin 0 to the infinite line L cont ainiug the st>gmmt. and 
t is the distance from the midpoint of the segnw11t to tlw foot of the 
perpPndicular OL. 

It is interesting to note that this is tlw standard parametrisation of 
!ilws in IR 2 in stochastic geometry. where this choice is dictated hy prop
erties of the 'invariant' measure for random lines. One may spf•culah' 
that stochastic geometry can help suggest the right parametrisation for 
the Hough transform for other classes of geometrical objects, and in 
general, suggest the right way to formulate many problems in image 
analysis. 

Our multiresolution algorithm splits U at leYel 0 into blocks of roughl~· 
constant (p, d) with a tolerance of l degree in p and l pixel unit in d. 
That we group together all those segments which lie (approximately 
along a given infinite line of orientation p and distanced from the origin. 
The objects R(l ') at level 0 are thickened lines. whose Hough transform 
is relatively easy to compute. 

Wt> introduce a neighbourhood structure by defining two line segments 
to be neighbours u ,....., v iff their dilations by a ball of decay radius have 
a non-empty intersection. The prior model is a Strauss process with 
3 = 0.002 and -1 = 0.25. \Ve applied the multiresolution algorithm with 
upper bounds (4.7.15) computed from w1 = ~ (y1 - O(x)(t))2. Note 
that the choice of parametrisation also means that the bounds ( -t 7.15) 
at level 0 are rather tight. The result of steepest ascent is given in 
Figure 4.16. 



Chapter 5 
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Another high-level task in computer vision is clustering of image fea
tures. This can be formulated within the same general framework, but 
note that the data is now a list of features, instead of a digital im
age. Here, 've study in detail the special case of clustering spatial point 
patterns, and indicate how the framework can be extended to other 
problems, such as edge detection. 

5.1. bTRODUCTION 

There are many similarities between object recognition (Chapter 4) and 
the problem of detecting clusters in a spatial pattern. In both problems, 
the goal is to extract an underlying pattern from a set of data that can 
be a digital image, a point pattern in Euclidean space or the output of 
an edge detector. In particular, the formal framework is the same and 
the techniques presented in Chapter 4 carry over with some adaptations. 

The localisation of cluster centres is of interest in many areas of appli
cations. Forestry is an obvious example, where seedlings tend to scatter 
around mature trees. \Vhile methods to test for clustering abound in the 
spatial statistics literature, see eg [31], these do not allow the estimation 
of cluster centre location or cluster membership. 

An early work on locating centres is Baudin [14]. He derived a formula 
for the posterior intensity of a Neyman-Scott cluster process. However, it 
was found too complicated for practical application. The Geographical 
. .\nalysis Machine by Openshaw et al. [92] is a grid based test using 
?--Ionte Carlo testing in each disc centred at a grid point. The method 
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is computer intensive, suffers from multiple response and has unknown 
power. It was improved by Besag and Newell [20]. Their method centres 
around cases and is less computer intensive, but remains admittedly 
rather ad hoe. 

Here we present a stochastic model in keeping with the general frame
work described in Chapter 4 and introduce a Markov prior to combat 
overestimation of the number of clusters and to improve robustness. 
These ideas in connection with object recognition were proposed by Bad
deley and Van Lieshout [8]. Independently, a Gibbs sampler technique 
for detection of cluster centres in a Cox process was developed by Lawson 
[65, 66, 67, 69]. The presentation here is based on [8] and the author's 
contribution to ongoing research with A.B. Lawson and A.J. Baddeley. 
The suggestion to consider offspring labelling (Section 5.6) is due to A.J. 
Baddeley. 
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5.2. CLUSTER PROCESSES 

The data consist of a set of points y = {y1, .... Ym} ~ T. where T ~ JR2 

is the window of observation and it is required to determine the 
locations of an unspecified number of cluster centres x1, ... , :rn E T. 
Typical applications include the analysis of spatial pattern in the occur
rence of rare diseases and the estimation of the positions of ancestors of 
the current generation of trees in a wood. 

In the likelihood approach, y depends on the unknown pattern x of 
duster centres through a probability density f (y ! x). Since the data is 
no longer a digital image but a list of points, f is the density of a point 
process with respect to the distribution ri of a Poisson point process on 
T (as reviewed in Chapter 3). 

5. 2.1 Survey 
The analogue of the conditional independence assumption in Section 2.2 
is to assume that conditional on x, the observed point process is a su
perposition of independent finite point processes N(x,) of 'daughters' as
sociated with each 'parent' x; Ex. \Ve will denote the Radon-Nikodym 
density of daughter process N(xi) by g(· I x;). :t\fodels of this type are 
frequently considered in spatial statistics but the present problem is 
unusual in that we are trying to estimate the parent (cluster centre) 
process. 

Lemma 23 For independent clustering with daughter densities g( · I u), 
the data has density 

n(x) 
f(y Ix)= eµ(T) L IT [g(Yq>-l(i) I Xi)e-µ(T)]. ( 5.2.1) 

</> i=l 

with respect to ri. The sum is over all ordered partitfons d; : { 1, ... , n (y)} 
_..,. {L ... ,n(x)}, and for every I~ {l, ... ,n(y)}, YI= {yi: i EI}. 

Proof: Set m = n(y) and use the Janossy densities [26, p. 122]. For 
the total pattern 

Jm(Y Ix) = e-µ(T) f(y Ix) 

On the other hand, by partitioning in groups belonging to the same 
parent 

n(x) 

Jm(Y Ix) = L IT [9(Y<1>-1(i) I x·i)e-µ(T)]. 

q) i=l 

Therefore 
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n(x) -µ(T)] 
e-µ(T) f (y Ix) = L IT [g(y <1>-1 (i) I Xi) e · 

<P i=l 

and the assertion follows. 
D 

Another common assumption in spatial statistics is that the daughter 
processes N(x;) are identically distributed up to translation, 

in which case 

g(z Ix;)= g(z - x; I 0). 

The interested reader can consult [26, 31] or [111] for further details. 
A class of models that is fairly general, yet amenable to calculations, 

is that of inhomogeneous Poisson processes [111] (also called general 
Poisson processes [26]). 

Definition 7 An independent inhomogeneous Poisson cluster process 
is a point process on U having conditional density 

f(y Ix)= exp [h,(1- >.(u I x))dµ(u)] fi >.(yj Ix). (5.2.2) 

with respect to the reference Poisson process n. The intensity function 
A might be of the form 

n 

.A.(u Ix)= Lh(u-xi), (5.2.3) 
i=l 

where h : U -7 [O, oo) is a measurable, integrable function. 

In other words, the number of points n(y) in y is Poisson distributed 
with mean fr .A.(u Ix) dµ(u) and conditionally on n(y) the joint density 
is 

f ( I ) _ I1~1 >.(yj I x) 
m Y X - 1 

µ(T)m Ur .A.(u Ix) dµ(u)r 
(5.2.4) 

with respect to the distribution of m independent points distributed 
according to the 'uniform' measure µ(·)/µ(T) on T. 

As the parent process is unknown, the intensity >. is a random measure. 
Doubly stochastic Poisson processes of this type are called Cox processes. 
If the parent distribution is that of a stationary Poisson process, y is 
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a Neyman-Scott process. Kingman [63] has argued that Cox processes 

are a natural framework in which to model the spatial pattern of a 

population of reproducing individuals. See also [11] or Chapter 6. 

'.\'ote that the density is dependent on x only through the intensity 

function ,\. Therefore ,\ takes over the role of the signal function in 

object recognition. 
Background noise can be taken into account by superposition of a 

(stationary) Poisson process, adding one extra term to the expression 

(5.2.3). 

Model 5: Matern cluster process [80] 

The daughter points are uniformly distributed in a disc of radius 

r around the cluster centre, 

µ 
h(u - xi) = - 2 1{\\u - xi\\ ::; r }. 

nr 

Model 6: modified Thomas process 
The positions follow a circular Gaussian distribution 

Strictly speaking, the original models assumed a Poisson parent pro

cess. 
For certain applications, homogeneous clustering is inappropriate; in 

particular, the distribution of N(x;) may well be dependent on Xi· The 

generalisation of Definition 7 is obtained by setting 

n 

,\(u Ix)= Lh(u \ x;), (5.2.5) 

i=l 

with h(u I x;) dependent on u and Xi· In epidemiology, information on 

population density is often taken into account as a modulating function 

k(u) [32, 68] 

n 

,\('u Ix)= k(u) L h(u \ Xi)· (5.2.6) 

i=l 

The function k can be estimated nonparametrically from census data. 

The following corollary to Lemma 23 holds. 

Corollary 24 For Model (5.2.5), the forward model can be written as 

n(x) 

f(y \ x) = eµ(T) (IT H(x;)) 
i=l 

[
n(x) l 

~ g jE!l(i) h(yj I Xi) . 
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The sum is over all ordered partitions <P : {1, ... , n(y)} ~ {1, ... , n(x)} 
and H(xi) =exp[- fT h(t I Xi) dµ(t)]. 

Proof: Apply Lemma 23 with 

g(mi I Xi) = eµ(T)exp[- r h(t I Xi) dµ(t)] II h(t I Xi). 
}T tEm; 

To prove the result directly, remark that II_i;1 [L:f:::::1 h(yj I Xi)] = 
L.p [ IT.7!:1 h(yj I X.p(j))]. Hence 

n(x) n(y) 

f(y Ix) = eµ(T) (IT H(xi)) L II h(yj I X<!J(j)) 
i=l <P j=l 

n(x) n(x) 

= eµ(T) (IT H(xi)) L II fI h(yj I Xi) 
i=l </J i=l jE</>-l(i) 

which completes the proof. 0 
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5.3. l\f AXIl\!Ul\1 LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 

Given observation of a point pattern y, the unknown pattern of cluster 

centres x is regarded as the parameter to be estimated. Thus, as before, 

the maximum likelihood equations are 

x = argmaxxf (y Ix). 

Here the optimisation is over all realisations x E n. Again. these equa

tions do not necessarily allow a (unique) solution. 

Lemma 25 For an inhomogeneous Poisson cluster model (5.2.2) the 

maximum likelihood and pseudolikelihood equations coincide and are 

X = argm°"x [~log A(yj I x) - fr A(t I x) dµ(t)] . (5.3.7) 

Proof: The log likelihood is 

L(x; y) =~log >.(Yj Ix)+ h· (1 - >.(t Ix)) dµ(t) 

hence the maximum likelihood equations are ( 5.3. 7). Since for any Pois

son process the Papangelou conditional intensity is equal to the uncon

ditional intensity 

>.(t; y Ix)= f(y U {t} Ix) = >.(t Ix) 
f (y I x) 

these are the pseudolikelihood equations for x as well. 0 

Solving the maximum likelihood equations is equivalent to solving a 

regression problem. The result should be compared to Lemma 1. 

Lemma 26 An MLE for Model (5.2.2) is a sol~d·ion of the regression 

of y on the class of intensity functions {A(· Ix) : x En} with pointwise 

loss 

~ f >.(t I x)dµ(t) - log >.(yj Ix) 
mlr 

Proof: Immediate from (5.3.7). 0 

As an illustration, ignoring a constant log 21ta:.l, the loss function for 
Model 6 is 

n(x) 

•J 1\ L r exp[- lit - :r:ill 2 /(2a2)]dµ(t)-
- r.a-rn i= 1 lr 
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{
n(x) } 

log ~exp[- llYi - Xill 2 /(2a2)] . 

Lemma 27 For the Matern cluster process (Model 5) 

[ 

m n(x) ] 
x = argmax L log n(x n B(yj, r)) - µ 2 L µ(T n B(xi, r)). 

7rT . 1 
j=l i= 

Here B(u,r) denotes the closed ball with radius r centred at u and the 
maximum is taken over O(y) = {x En: \fj, x n B(yj, r) -f. 0}. 

Proof: Note that the likelihood is positive only for x E O(y). In that 
case the log likelihood is well-defined, 

L(x; y) = flog [ µ 2 n({i: llxi -yjll :':Sr}] 
j=l 7rr 

n(x) 
- :;.2 ~fr l{llt - Xiii :':ST} dµ(t) 

µ m 
= mlog-2 + Z:::log n(xnB(yj,r)) 

7rr j=l 

n(x) 
- 4Lµ(TnB(xi,r)). 

7rr i=l 

D 

Restricting attention to configurations with a prespecified number n 
of points, the score functions for (5.2.2) are 

8 m 1 8 ~a ox· L(x; y) = L >.( . I ) a . >.(yj Ix) - -a >.(t Ix) dµ(t) 
' j=l Y1 x x, T Xi 

(i = 1, ... , n). If>. is of the form (5.2.3) then the partial derivatives of 
>. can be replaced by - the derivatives of h evaluated at points Yi - Xi· 
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;"lA. Tl!E BAYESIAl\" APPROACH 

Generally a maximum likelihood estimator x of x may run into difficul
ties similar to those encountered in the context of object recognition. If 

is smooth and almost flat near its maximum, and the data pattern 
is ·denst;. the maximum likelihood estimate tends to contain multiple 
responses to each true duster point. This is precisely what \Ve wish to 

To see where multiple response occurs, first consider a 'blur-free' in
homogeneous Poisson model with intensity function 

t Ix)=>. l{t E S(x)}, 

where S(x) = U B(x,, r) denotes the 'silhouette" of pattern x. This 
model cannot distinguish between configurations with the same silhou
ette (compare this to the situation in Chapter As another example 
consider the i\fatern model and assume a single isolated disc. Now add 
a parent to this configuration dose to the true center. such that all 
daughters are in the overlap. This will be more likely if 

m log 2 > µ. 

ur equivalently rn > 1.4 I'· Since the variance in the number of points 
is Ji. this '"'"ill happen frequently. If discs are overlapping, some points 
contribute a factor log 1.5 instead of log 2 and the effect is even stronger. 
Background scatter noise or incorrect parameter estirnates may also 
cause multiple response. 

As in Chapter 4 we introduce a nearest-neighbour :\1arkov model to 
penalise scenes containing too many parents close together. Doing so, 
the :'.\IAP equations are formally given by (4.1.2) 

x = argmax J(y I x) p(x). 

fhe difference is that f is the density of a point process instead of a 
pixel model. 

Throughout the remainder of this session assume the inhomogeneous 
Poisson model ( 5.2.5 ). The I\IAP equations ( 4.1.2) cannot be solved 
explicitly due to the high dimensionality of the space. 

i).4.1 Deterministic algorithms 
The algorithms of Chapter 4 can be modified for use in this context. 
Typically. the observation window is two dimensional, and can easily be 
discret ised and scanned. 

The criterion for transitions are based on the posterior likelihood ra
tios 

p(xU{ll} IY) 
p(x I y) 

p(x U {u}) TI [i + ,/1(yJI u? . ] 
p(x) j=l Li=l h(Y1 1 .r,) 



"- -

and 

p(x \ {xi} I y) 
p(x I y) 

= p(x \ {xi}) IT [i - h(yj I Xi) ] 

p(x) j=l Ek=l h(yj I Xk) 
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(5.4.8) 

·exp{£ h(t I Xi) dµ(t)} . (5.4.9) 

Algorithm 9 Apply any of Algorithms 1-4 for the transition criteria 

above. 

The ratios (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) are easy to compute if p is a nearest
neighbour Markov point process (Definition 3). The term involving the 
data pattern is comparable to the Hough transform, in the sense that 
each point Yi votes with variable strength for a cluster centre at point 
u. 

5.4.2 Stochastic algorithms 
The posterior distribution for the parent pattern is too complicated to 
sample directly. Instead we construct a spatial birth-and-death pro
cess as in Section 4.4. An important feature is that the cluster models 
described in Section 5.2 all assume at least one parent. This causes diffi
culty, since the class K = {x: J(y Ix) p(x) > O} ought to be hereditary. 
A similar remark holds for zero-likelihood configurations, as found e.g. 
in the Matern cluster process (Model 5). To overcome these problems 
we propose to introduce a background stationary Poisson noise process 
with (small) intensity €. An alternative in the absence of other zero
likelihood configurations is to set f (y I 0) = £.m exp[µ(T)(l - t:)]. The 
resulting superposition is still an inhomogeneous Poisson process for any 
parent configuration. 

Recalling the definition of temperature modified posterior distribu
tions 

PH(x I Y) oc {f(y Ix) p(x)}H, 

we want to construct a spatial birth-and-death process with rates given 
in (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) converging weakly to PH(· I y). 

Lemma 28 Let y and H > 0 be fixed and assume an independent inho
mogeneous Poisson cluster model superimposed on a background Poisson 
process of constant rate t:. Moreover let the prior model be a nearest
neighbour Markov process p(·) with uniformly bounded likelihood ratios 
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p( x u { u}) < f3 
p(x) - < oo 

If O ~ h(- l ·) S h* < oo, then there exists a unique spatial birth-and
death process for which (4.4.6) and (4.4. 7) are the transit·ion rates. The 
process has unique equilibrium distribution PH(· J y) and it converges in 
distribution to pH ( · I y) from any initial state. 

Proof: If p(x) > 0, bH(x, u) = 

( )
k/H IT [1+ h(yj I u)l exp [- f h(t I u) dµ(t)] p(xU{u}) 

j=l >.(yj I x) lr p(x) 

( h*)mk/H 
~ 1 + -;_- (3kf H =: K > 0 

and D H ( x \ { u}, u) = 

(nm [ h(yj I u) l [ f ] p(x) ) kli1 
j=l l+ >.(yj Jx\{u}) exp -Jrh(t/u)dµ(t) p(x\{u}) 

m(k-1) 

( h*) H 2: 1 + -; (3(k-l)/ H =: 0 > Q. 

Once these bounds have been obtained, the proof follows the lines of the 
proof of Lemma 15. D 

Clearly other sampling methods [44] could be applied too. Parameters 
o in J and V' in p can be estimated in advance or during iteration as in 
the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 10 Alternate estimation and sampling steps as follows 

l. obtain an initial estimate x of the true pattern, with guesses for rj) 
and ·ljJ if necessary; 

2. estimate <jJ by maximising J (y!x; <jJ); optionally. estimate 'li' by the 
maximum pseudo-likelihood method; 

3. sample from the posterior distribution for cluster centres given the 
current estimates J> and ·Ji, leading to a new estimate x. and return 
to step 2. 
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More generally, step 3 can be replaced by low temperature sampling 
and a sequence of these can be combined in a simulated annealing al
gorithm, as in Section 4.6. Furthermore, one can use Algorithm 10 to 
estimate functionals of the posterior, such as the distribution of the 
number of cluster centres, the probability that there is no cluster in a 
particular region, and the first-order intensity of cluster positions. 

An alternative method is to specify a Gibbs sampler, by simply re
placing the second step in Algorithm 10 by conditional sampling of the 
forward and prior parameters. The situation can be compared to the dif
ference between profile and marginal likelihoods in statistical inference. 
Note that the Gibbs sampler requires a set of prior distributions, one 
for each parameter. For a Neyman-Scott model conditioned on m data 
points a {different) version of the Gibbs sampler was pursued by Lawson 
[66]. In that work, however, it was attempted to simulate n(x) and x 
separately, necessitating severe approximations [67]. Here we treat n(x) 
and x simultaneously as a realisation of a spatial point process. 
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5.5. EXAMPLE 

Figure 5.1 shows the locations of 62 redwood seedlings in a square of 

side approximately 23 m. The data was extracted by Ripley [98] from 

a larger data set in Strauss [112]. The K-function for this data is given 

in 198] and suggests aggregation. As noted by Strauss this is caused by 

the presence of stumps known to exist in the plot, but whose position 

has not been recorded. 

·. 

. .. 

. . . 

. . .. 
-. 

• I .· 

. 

Figure 5.1: Positions of 62 redwood seedlings in a unit square (Ripley 

1977). 

Previous analyses of this data set include Strauss' who fitted a model 

later criticised by Kelly and Ripley [60]. Ripley [98] rejected the Pois

son hypothesis and noted that there is both clustering and inhibition 

between clusters. Diggle [31] fitted a Poisson cluster process of Thomas 

type and reported least squares estimates for the parent intensity and 

sigma of (25.6 , .042). A goodness of fit test showed adequate fit, but 

from a biological point of view, a mean number of 26 stumps is implau

sible. In [30] Diggle fitted a Poisson cluster process of Matern type with 

similar results (radius .098). 
:\'one of the above have looked at cluster centre location. This was 

first studied by Lawson [66] who fitted a Poisson Thomas cluster process 

and reported 16 parents. 

5.5.1 Model 

Following [31, 66] we assume a (modified) Thomas model. Thus, the 

number of daughters per parent is Poisson and seedlings follow a radially 
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symmetric Gaussian distribution around their anc~stor. In co~trast _to 
the aforementioned work, additionally a Strauss prior (3.1.4) with stnct 

inhibition ( 0 < 'Y < 1) is introduced. 

Lemma 29 The maximum likelihood estimators for the model parame

ters are the solutions of 

and 

1 n [ 1 ] jJ. = m/ { -2 •2 :E exp - 2" 2 lit - Xill 2 dµ(t) 
}T tra i=l a 

_!_ f (Ef=l exp [- "2h-11Yj - Xill 2] llYj - Xill 2 ) = 
m j=l Ei=1 exp [- 2"h- I IYj - Xill 2] 

fT Ei=l exp [-~lit- Xill2] lit - Xill 2 dµ(t) 

fr Ei=1 exp [- b lit - Xill 2 J dµ(t) 

Note that there is no good estimate for the background noise parame
ter f. This is because the likelihood only depends on E through the data 
pattern, and its estimate is just the number of daughters per unit vol
ume (biased positively). The pseudolikelihood estimators for the Strauss 
model are well-known [100, Chapter 4, page 53]. 

Proof: The score functions are 

a m/, 1 n [ 1 J 8µL(x; y) = - - -2 2 :Lexp --2 2 llt - Xill2 dµ(t) 
µ T tra i=l a 

and 

a 
8a2L(x; y) 
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Equating to zero completes the proof. 0 

With regard to the sampling step, note that h < 62 and p(x({)}) < 
- 1U1 pX -J. Hence Lemma 15 applies. 
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5.5.2 Analysis 
We analysed the redwood data using a Strauss prior with interaction 
distance .084 [31] and log,B = log-y = -10. Throughout, a constant 
death rate spatial birth-and-death process was used. The initial pa
rameter vales were µ = 7 and a = .042 and the initial list of cluster 
centres empty. Running the birth-and-death process for 2 time units, 
the maximum likelihood estimates were µ = 6.5 and a = .05. The pos
terior intensity for these parameter values, estimated over 50 time units 
is shown in Figure 5.3 and yielded parameter estimates µ = 6.4 and 
a = .05. For reasons of clarity, here black corresponds to high values. A 
sample taken after 2 time units is shown in Figure 5.2. 

· . . • 

!II •,. "' II 

. . . . . 

. . . .. 

. . 

. 

Figure 5.2: Realisation from the posterior distribution taken after 2 time 
units (black), for a Thomas model withµ= 6.5, a = .05 and a Strauss 
prior with log ,B = log 'Y = -10, r = .084. The data is displayed in grey. 
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Figure 5.3: Posterior intensity of redwood seedlings (Ripley) estimated 
over 50 time units, for a Thomas model with µ = 6.5, a = .05 and a 
Strauss prior with log ,B = log 1' = -10, r = .084. 
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Surprisingly, although the redwood data as extracted by Ripley [98] 

appears frequently in the spatial statistics literature, to the best of our 

knowledge the full data set [112] has not been reanalysed before. Thus 

we scanned region II of [112, Figure 1, p. 474], the roughly triangular 

area containing almost all the redwood stumps (Figure 5.4). The point 

coordinates on a range from 0 to 200 are listed in the Appendix. 

We assumed a Thomas cluster model, a Strauss prior and computed 

the posterior intensity using the same (rescaled) model parameters as 

for the pattern in Figure 5.1. The estimate over 50 time units of the con

stant death rate Markov process ( 4.4.6) and (refbd:death) is displayed 

in Figure 5.5 while a typical realisation sampled at time 2 is shown in 
Figure 5.6. 

-. 

Figure 5.4: Positions of 123 redwood seedlings in a subset of the unit 
square (Strauss 1975). 

Note that the ~esults agr~e on the intersection of Figure 5 .1 and Fig

ure ~.4 and provide a plausible description of the clustered pattern. In 

particula~, th~ Markov prior successfully combats the 'overestimation' 
(from a b10logical point of view) of the number of cluster centres. 



5.5: Posterior intensity 
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Figure 5.6: Realisation from the posterior distribution taken after 2 time 
units (black), for a Thomas model withµ = 6.5, a = .025 and a Strauss 
prior with log,8 =log/= -10, r = .042. The data is displayed in grey. 
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5.6. OFFSPRING LABELLING 

Apart from the cluster locations, the assignment of daughters to dusters 

is also of interest. Sibling information can be incorporated into the 

algorithm as auxiliary variables [18]. 
Formally, conditional on the data pattern y. introduce the sibling set 

z = {Ii .... , h}, k E {l, ... , m = n(y)}, where the sets / 1,. •• , Ik form 

an unordered partition of the data pattern. Points belonging to the same 

set ly are called siblings, i.e. are offspring of the same parent. \:Ye need 
the following additional notation. Write <Pn(z) for the set of all 'label 

assignments' 

cp: {l, .. .,m}--> {l, ... ,n} 

in agreement with the sibling variables z, that is the members of z 
coincide with the sets q,- 1(i), i = l, ... n. 

In the (Boolean model) marked point process interpretation (Sec

tion .5.2. l) of cluster processes, write N' for the offspring for parent 

i. We nmv proceed to derive the conditional distributions of z and x. 

Theorem 30 For y = Uf= 1Ni and n = n(x), 

liD(( (\Ti)n I ) _ ITi=I g(Ni I Xi) 
ll _v i=l x,y-'°'ITn (. I··) 

L.-q, i=l g Yq,-l(i) Xi 

Proof: Assume that z and y are compatible and write m = n(y). Then 

we can identify the marks with a function </> : {l, ... , m} ...... { 1, ... , n }. 

The Janossy densities with respect to (µ x ?T)n 

n 

({(:r1,}V1), ... ,(xn,Nn)}) = e-µ.(T) p({x1, ... ,xn}) ITg(Ni 1 Xi 

i=l 

can be rewritten in terms of x, y and <P as 

n 

ln(x,y,ip) = e-µ(T) p({xi, ... ,xn}) rrg(Yq,-l(i) I X1) 

i=l 

with respect to (µ x irt or equivalently by the family 

n 

lnm(x.y,cb) = e-µ(T) p({x1 1 ••• ,xn}) IT [g(Y.p-l(i) x,)e-µ(T)] 

i::d 

with respect to µn+m. Therefore 

11ll(( ,yi)n I X ) = . lnm(X, y, cp) 
~ - . i=l 'Y e-µ(T) f (y I x)e-µ(Tlp(x) 
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The last equality follows from Lemma 23. D 

The following special case is of interest. 

Corollary 31 For Model (5.2.5), y = Uf= 1Ni and n = n(x) 

JtD((Ni)~ I ) = Tii=l IItENi h(t I Xi) 
i=l x, Y " nm h(y I x ) . L.,<f> j=l j <f>(j) 

Proof: Apply the previous theorem and note that the term H(xi) 
cancels out. D 

Corollary 31 can be used as a justification for the nearest-parent as
signment proposed by Lawson [ 66]. Given a set of sites y = { Y1, ... , Ym} 
and a set of labels x = { x 1, ... , Xn}, the task is to assign to each Yj a 
label from the collection x. In Model (5.2.5) the labels are independent 
and hence a maximum likelihood classifier is 

J>(j) = max h(yj I xi). 
l, ... ,n 

(5.6.10) 

Lemma 32 For Model (5.2.3), if h(·) is isotropic (i.e. h(t) is a function 
of lltll only) and decreasing in the norm of its argument, the maximum 
likelihood classifier (5. 6.10) is the nearest parent classifier. 

Proof: Immediate from (5.6.10). D 

An auxiliary variable sampler proceeds by alternatingly sampling from 
the conditional sibling distribution and from the conditional parent dis
tribution. The required conditional probability laws are derived below. 

Corollary 33 For the setup of Theorem 30, 

Proof: Use Theorem 30 and sum over the parent assignments. D 

The conditional distribution of parents given a set of clusters is given 
in the following result. 



Theorem 34 For y = Uz, n = n(x), the conditional 
to the Poisson process of parents given an 

dusters is 
n 

p(xjz,y)=ap(x) L TI[g(y.p-:(i) Ii 

<PE.Pn(Z) i:::l 

where 0: = I:f:::C(z) e---~-~T_) Irk p(x) L<PE.Pk(z) n~=l [g(y 9-l 

dp.(xi) ... dµ(xk) and we write C(z) for the number of,.,,,_~,,,.'"' 

Proof: The density with respect to the Poisson law is times 

Lf=C(z) -l! Irk L<PE.Pk(z) lnm(X, y, <P)dp.(.r1) ... 
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for lnm as in the proof of Theorem 30, yielding the formula. 0 

Offspring labelling can be combined with density estimation to assess 
the goodness-of-fit of the cluster distribution. Assuming :-.fodel 5.2.3). 
given a label assignment one has a set of vector differences y1 -

to which a density can be fitted. Comparison with the model h is an 
indication of the validity of the model. 

5.6.1 Fixed number of points 
Conditionally on the number of parents, one can consider ordered par
titions instead of unordered. The distribution of offspring labels 
data and parents is derived in Theorem 30. The conditional density of 
parents given the labelled data is treated below. 

Theorem 35 For any labelling <f;: {L .... n(y)} __, {l, .... n)}, the 
conditional density of the n cl"Uster centres with respect to µn is 

p(x) Df=1 g(y<P- 1(•l Ix,;) 
Pn(X I <P, y) = f . ) nn ( . '' ·)d (· ) d '' l rnP(X i=19Y<1>-1(i)IXi µ.r1 ... J,.(.rn, 

Proof: Since Janossy densities are not ordered, and µn is we have 

, ( I , ) _ l lnm(x,y,</J) 
Pn x </>, Y - I i f ( , · )d (· ) d (· i n. Ti! TnlnmX,y,cp_ µx1 ... PXn.1 
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and the theorem follows. D 

If the prior model is Poisson, the centres Xi are independent with 
density 

determined by their offspring. 
A sample from the conditional distribution of n parents given the data 

is obtained by 

• given a current parent configuration x assign labels according to 
P( .P I x, y); 

•given a current labelling</;: {l, ... ,m}-+ {l, ... n} sample n 
parent positions from Pn(x I </;, y). 

The algorithm can be thought of as a stochastic version of the classi
cal k-means algorithm. This deterministic technique iteratively assigns 
labels by means of the nearest parent classifier (Lemma 32) and then 
recomputes the parent positions as the centres of gravity of the current 
clusters. In the context of independent mixture models, see [24]. 
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5.i. OTHER APPLICATIONS 

We will briefly consider two other examples of identifying in 
spatial patterns: fitting lines to point patterns and high-level 
tection. 

5. 7.1 Fitting curves to point patterns 
In our first example, the data again consist of a point y = 

, ... , Ym} ~ T with T ~ 1R2 bounded, but the points are believed to 
He dose to a curve or curves, possibly not contiguous, and the objective 
is to estimate the curves. An example is the image analysis task of join
ing a dot pattern into a curvilinear boundary. An application to 
statistics is the identification of ancient roads or trade routes given in
formation about the location of archaeological finds such as pottery or 
coins [111. p. 139], or the analysis of earthquake occurrences in relation 
w geographical fault patterns (Ogata, personal communication). 

Let the curves be parametrised by a small number of real parameters 
and let U be the corresponding parameter space. The true curve pattern 
is then a configuration x = { x1, ... , Xn} ~ U. Again we can assume an 
independent cluster model in which each curve x, gives rise to a point 
pattern N(x,) and these daughter patterns are conditionally independent 
given x. 

It is no longer appropriate to assume that the daughter patterns .V(x, 

are equivalent up to translation, since e.g. the expected number of 
points may well depend on the length of the curve. However we can 
assume N(x,) is Poisson with intensity h(- I :ri), so that the observed 
point pattern is again a Cox process [l 11, p. 138]. Particular cases of 
interest would be the analogues of the :\fatern and Thomas models in 
which distance to the cluster centre is replaced by distance to the nearest 
point on the cluster curve. 

The treatment of this problem is formally equivalent to that in the 
previous Section, the only difference being that the cluster parents now 
belong to a general family of objects U instead of T. The general tech
niques of Section 5.4 apply. 

5. 7. 2 High-level edge detection 
Our final example is the high-level vision problem of identifying large 
scale edges in a scene using the output of a low-level edge detector. The 
·data' y consist of a pattern of line segments and the objective is to 
duster them around a small number of larger line segments. 

Let ff denote the set of possible outputs of the low-level edge detector. 
For example these may be line segments restricted to have unit length 
(= 1 pixel width) and orientation which is a multiple of 45 degrees. As 
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usual U denotes the space of objects we are looking for, which in this 
case are also line segments, but have unrestricted length and orientation. 

Model y as a superposition of conditionally independent line segment 
processes N(:r:,} associated with each true line segment Xi· Again it is not 
reasonable to suppose that all dusters are identically distributed up to 
translation, but we may assume they are all Poisson so that y is a Cox 
line segment process. Typically the expected number of line segments 
in .v::r,) will depend on the length of x;. 

The MLE and MAP estimators of x can then be determined using the 
techniques we have described above. 

The possible benefits of a prior model for x include the ability to 
encourage long lines and continuity between lines, and to penalise lines 
that cross one another. 
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Chapter 6 
Markov properties of cluster processes 

The goal of this Chapter (a revision of Baddeley, Van Lieshout and 
M0ller [11]) is to establish a theoretical link between Markov processes 
and cluster models. We prove that a Poisson cluster process with uni
formly bounded clusters is a nearest-neighbour Markov point process 
with respect to the connected component relation introduced by Bad
deley and M0ller [12]; moreover, if a (fixed range) Markov or nearest
neighbour Markov point process is used as the parent process for a clus
ter process, and the clusters are uniformly bounded and a.s. nonempty, 
then the cluster process is again nearest-neighbour Markov. These re
sults convincingly support M0ller's claim [86] that nearest-neighbour 
Markov processes provide a rich class of models for (moderate) spatial 
clustering. The former result may also be helpful in understanding 
why statistical theory (as developed in Baddeley and Van Lieshout [10]) 
for Poisson cluster processes so closely resembles that for Markov point 
processes. 

6.1. SETUP 

We consider finite, simple point processes X on a locally compact, com
plete separable metric space U (typically IRd or a compact subset). The 
metric is denoted d and the set of all configurations is identified with 
the space N f of all simple, totally finite counting measures on U. For 
more details see Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.1. 

Let µ be a finite, non-atomic Borel measure on U. We will restrict 
attention to processes whose distributions are absolutely continuous with 
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respect to the law 7r of a Poisson process on U with intensity measure µ 

and denote the density by f. 
Recall that f is called hereditary [103] if 

f(x) > O implies f(z) > 0 for all z ~ x. (6.1.1) 

We say that f is hereditary excluding 0 if (6.1.1) holds except when 
z = 0. 

6.1.1 Markov point processes 
We are interested in Markov processes with respect to the following 
relation [103]. Define u, v E U to be r-close if 

u"'v iff O<d(u,v)~r 

where dis the metric of U. 
We also consider nearest-neighbour Markov point processes with re

spect to the following realisation dependent relation. 

Definition 8 For each x E Ni, define the connected component rela
tion {12} between points of x by 

Xi ,..,, Xj if! Xi "'z1 ,...., · · · "'Zn,...., Xj for some z1, ... , Zn Ex 
x 

In other words, two points of x are related under ,..,, if they are in the 
x 

same connected component of the finite graph whose edges connect every 
pair of r-close points in x. 

The Hammersley-Clifford theorem [12, Theorem 4.13] specialises to 
the following result. 

Lemma 36 A point process X is nearest-neighbour Markov with respect 
to the connected component relation "' if! 

x 

f(x) = II cp(z) (6.1.2) 
cliques z!;x 

where cp( ·) ~ 0 is such that whenever z is a "'-clique with cp(z) > 0 then 
z 

cp(w) > 0 for all w s:,;; z. 

Equivalently, X is nearest-neighbour Markov w.r.t. ""' iff 
x 

K 

f(x) = /(0) IJ <P(xv1:) {6.1.3) 
k=l 

where xv11 ••• , xvK are the connected components of x and <P(-) ~ O 
is such that if x is a ""'-clique and z s:,;; x is a rv-clique then <P{x) > O 

x . z 
implies <P(z) > 0. 
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6.1. 2 Cluster processes 
A cluster process is a two-stage point process in which each point e in 
an unobserved parent process x gives rise to a finite point process z{ of 
daughters. It may or may not contain(. The data y is the superposition 

It can be interpreted as a marked point process { (.r 1 , Z::ri ), ... , (;rn, Zx,J }. 
In the remainder of this Chapter we will assume independent cluster

ing, that is the marks Zxi are independent. 
For convenience we will sometimes consider densities with respect to 

p = eµ(U)7f. Writing Q{ for the distribution of offspring of a parent at 
point ~, we assume henceforth that 

(A) Q{ is absolutely continuous with respect to p with density q~ = 
g(- I O e-µ(U); equivalently, Q, is absolutely continuous with re
spect to 7f with density g(- I~); 

(B) (C z) r-+ q,(z) is Borel measurable U x Nf--+ lll+; 

(C) (uniform boundedness) Z{ ~ B(~, R) a.s. for some R > O; 

(D) qE is hereditary excluding 0. 

Here B ( ~, R) denotes the closed ball in the metric d with centre ( and 
radius R. 

Lemma 37 The cluster process described above is absolutely continuous 
w-ith respect to 7f with Radon-Nikodyrn derivative 

( 
n(x) ) 

J(y) = E eµ(U) C1,.~n(X) g qdyc,) 
{6.1.4) 

where E denotes expectation with respect to the distribution of x, and 
the s·um is over all ordered partitions of y = {y1, ... , Ym} into n subcon

figurations Yc1 , ••• , Yen (allowing empty sets). 

Proof: Conditionally given x, the density with respect to p is 

n 

f (y Ix)= eµ(U) I: IT q~(yc.) 
C1, ... ,Cn i=l 

by Lemma 23. Here the sum is over all ordered partitions of y into 

n = n(x) clusters, allowing empty sets. The result follows by integrat
ing over x. D 
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6.2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

Theorem 38 Let x be a unit rate Poisson point process on U and y a 
cluster process with parent process x and clusters satisfying the assump
tions (A)-(D) of Section 6.1.2. Then y is a nearest-neighbour Markov 
point process with respect to the connected component relation at distance 
2R. 

Any Poisson process with finite intensity measure A. can be treated in 
the same way by replacing the reference measureµ by A.µ. 

Consider the special case in which the offspring of each parent are 
Poisson. In JRd, say, consider a parent process on a compact subset 

B and let µ be lebesgue measure restricted to the dilated set BffiR· 

Assume that a parent at e has a Poisson number of offspring with mean 
w, positioned i.i.d. with probability density h(yi - e) with respect to µ 

where his supported on B(O, R). For y f. 0, the density is 

oo eµ(BeR\B)wme-wn 
f(y) = }:{---n,--

n=l · 

l · · · l i! (~ h(y; - x;)) dµ(x1) ... dµ(xn)). 

This is easily (or via the proof of Theorem 38) factorised as 

f(y) = eµ(BeR)wme-mwe-!3 [ L ew(m-k)J(Yc1) ... J(yck)] , 
C1, ... ,Ck 

(6.2.5) 

where /3 = 1 - e-w, the sum is over all unordered partitions of y into 
disjoint non-empty subconfigurations, and 

J(yc) = f, II h(yj - e)dµ((). 
B YiEYc 

(6.2.6) 

Since J(yc) = 0 unless Ye is a Y-clique, the only nonzero terms in 

(6:2.5) are those for partitions which are refinements of the partition of 
x mto connected components. Thus (6.2.5) factorises into terms associ
~ted with ea~h connected component. According to (6.1.2) the process 
is nearest-neighbour Markov, provided the positivity condition stated 
below ( 6.1. 2) is satisfied. 

A special case is the Matern cluster process in which h = constant on 
B(O, R): then we have 
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J(yc)=µ( n B(yj,R)nB) 
Y;EYc 

i.e. J(yc) is the volume occupied within B by the intersection of the 
balls of radius R centred at the points of YC· In this case the positiv
ity condition is clearly satisfied, so that the Matern cluster process is 
nearest-neighbour Markov. 

In Theorem 38, nearest-neighbour Markov cannot be replaced by 
Markov in the sense of Ripley and Kelly. 

Counterexample 1 A Neyman-Scott process with uniformly bounded 
clusters in general is not a Markov point process at any fixed range 
s < oo. 

For, consider a configuration of three points Y1, y2, y3 such that llY1 -
Y2ll < min{s, 2R}, llY2-Y3ll < min{s, 2R}, but llY1 -y3i1 > max{s, 2R}. 
If f were a Markov function at range s then 

Substituting (6.2.5) gives 

[1 + ew J(y1, Y2) + ew J(y2, y3)] = [1 + ew J(y1, Y2)] [l + ew J(y2, y3)]. 

Ifwe assume that J(yi, Yi) > 0 whenever llYi-Yill < 2R (e.g. the Matern 
model), this is clearly a contradiction. Hence f is not a Markov density 
in the Ripley-Kelly sense. 

Next we turn to non-Poisson parent processes. The simplest gener
alisation is to take a Ripley-Kelly Markov parent process. However, in 
general, the cluster process constructed as in Section 6.1.2 is not nearest
neighbour Markov. 

Heuristically, this is because parents without offspring can cause in
teraction by merging of disjoint "' cliques. If we require each parent 

y 
to have at least one daughter, the cluster process is nearest-neighbour 
Markov. 

Theorem 39 Let x be a Markov point process at ranger and y the as
sociated cluster process satisfying ( A)-(D) of Section 6.1.2. If moreover 

(E) the clusters are nonempty a.s. 

then y is a nearest-neighbour Markov point process for the connected 
component relation at range 2R + r. 
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h is dear from the proof that the same result holds when the parent 

process is nearest-neighbour Markov. This suggests that a population 

of reproducing individuals can be modelled by the mechanism in Theo

rem 39. See also !63]. 

Theorem 40 Let x be a nearest-neighbour Markov point process at 

mnge r and y the associated cluster process satisfying ( A)-(D) of Sec

tion 6.1. 2. If moreover 

(E) the clusters are nonempty a.s. 

then y is a nearest-neighbour Markov point process for the connected 

component relation at range 2R + r. 

Proof: The following adaptation in the proof of Theorem 39 is needed. 

Let f : { l, ... , m} ---+ { 1, ... , n} be a surjective mapping such that 

- .r,u1) ::; R for all j. Suppose z ~ x is a connected component 

with respect to,_., at ranger such that t- 1(z) = w ~ y. Then w is 
x 

a connected component in y at range 2R + r. To see this, choose any 

w1• w2 E w. There exists a x-connecting path between the t images 

::1, ::2 E z. say 

As f is surjective, x;1 is the image of some Ykj E y. Now apply the 

triangle inequality to obtain 

::; R + r + R = 2R + r. 

Continuing in this manner proves the claim. 0 

Corollary 41 Let x be a (nearest-neighbour) Markov point process at 

range r and y the associated cluster process obtained by translating each 

J:1 E x independently, where the displacements are absolutely continuous 

with respect toµ with density supported in B(O, R). Then y is a nearest

ne·ighbour Markov point process for the connected component relation at 

range 2R + r. 

Proof: Apply Theorem 39 or Theorem 40. 0 



6.3. PROOFS 

In this Section we give the proofs of the main results. 
Proof: {Lemma 36) 
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Suppose that (6.1.2) holds. Let x E Ni, ~ E U and let XD1 , .... xoK 
and w U {0 denote the connected components of x u {0. Then, if 
XDK+I' ... , xvL are the connected components of w, we have that xv1 , 

... , xvL are the connected components of x, and 

f (x LJ W) = \0(0) [ Il ... !t, \O(Z)] .,,J]U{{j \O(z) 

while 

f (x) = \0(0) [ Il ,,lt, \0( z) l i~*+l "'zf}."; \O(Z ). 

Hence f(xU{~}) > 0 implies f(x) > 0 (as z ~ xvj for j > K implies that 
z ~ w) and f(xu{O )/ f(x) satisfies the conditions of Definition 3. Thus 
X is nearest-neighbour Markov with respect to the connected component 
relation. 

Conversely, suppose X is nearest-neighbour Markov. By the analogu 
of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [12, Theorem 4.13], 

f(x) = IT ip(y)x(ylx) (taking o0 = 0) (6.3.7) 
y~x 

where x(y I x) = 1 if y is a "'-clique and 0 otherwise; and ip : N f - Ill+ 
x 

satisfies 

(Il) ip(x) > 0 implies <p(y) > 0 for ally~ x 

(12) <p(x) > 0 and ip(N( {0 Ix U {0 )) > 0 imply <p(x U {0) > 0 

where N( {0 I x U {0) denotes the neighbourhood of~ in x U {0 
(see Section 3.1.3). Note that, in the case of the connected component 
relation, ~ ....... rJ implies~ ....... rJ for x :2 y, so that x(y I y) = 1 implies 

y x 
x(y Ix) for any x 2 y. 

To prove that (6.3.7) reduces to (6.1.2) we need to show that, if ip(y) > 
0 for ally~ x with x(y Ix) = 1, then ip(y) > 0 for ally~ x. 

To prove this, suppose v, w ~ x are disjoint connected subconfigu
rations of x. If~ E v then N( {0 I w U {0) = {0. By assumption 
'1'({0) > 0, <p(w) > 0 so (12) gives ip(w U {0) > 0. Similarly, if 
{,,17} ~ v with 'T/ "'~then N({'TJ} I w U {,,ry}) = {~,'1]}, and by as
sumption ip({C'T]}) > 0, so (12) gives ip(w U {~ 1 77}) > 0. Continuing in 
this way we obtain that ip(y) > 0 for ally ~ x. 
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Hence if X is nearest-neighbour Markov then its density is of the 
form (6.1.2) where <p satisfies (Il) and hence the condition stated in the 
Lemma. D 

Proof: (Theorem 38) · 
By (6.1.4), the density j(y) of y # 0 with respect to 7r is 

oo e-µ(U) J J n L - 1- • • • eµ(U) L IT qx;(YcJ dµ(x1) · · · dµ(xn) 
n=l n. U U C1 , ... ,Cn i=l 

00 1 n r 
= L: n! L: JI lu q~(ycJ dµ(O; 

n=l C1 ,. . . ,Cn i=l 

(6.3.8) 

here the inner sum is over all ordered partitions of y into n disjoint, 
possibly empty, sets. For y = 0, 

/(0) = 1 + ~ ~! [fu q~(0) dµ(Or (6.3.9) 

= eµ(U)-/3 (6.3.10) 

if we define /3 = fu(l - q~(0)) dµ(~). Note that since the parent process 
is Poisson, the number of non-empty clusters is Poisson distributed with 
mean (3. 

Now q~(z) = 0 whenever z ~ B(~, R); hence if q~(z) # 0 then all pairs 
of points in z are closer than 2R apart, i.e. z is a clique with respect to 
the finite range relation with distance 2R. Hence the integral in (6.3.8) 
is nonzero only when the partition consists of 2R-cliques. 

For y # 0, let y Di, ... , y Dkm be the connected components of y for 
the relation "" with range 2R. Then the integral in (6.3.8) is nonzero 

y 
only when the partition is a refinement of Di, ... , Dkm. Let C1, ... , Ck 
be an unordered partition refining Di, ... , Dk=, consisting of non-empty 
sets. This contributes a term 

to the density. Since fu q~(0) dµ(~) = µ(U) - /3, the coefficient a is 

f ~(µ(U) - /3)n-k n(n - 1) · · · (n - k + 1) = eµ(U)-/3. 
n=k n. 

The class of all partitions that are refinements of Di, ... , Dkm is the 
Cartesian product of the sets of partitions of each Di. Hence, for y # 0, 
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k,,, 

f(y) = eµ(U)-!3 II <I>(yDJ (6.3.11) 
i=l 

where 
k 

<I>(z) = L L II fu qdzc3 ) dµ(O 
k;:::l zc1 , ... ,zck J=l 

(6.3.12) 

where zc1 , ..• , zck range over all unordered partitions of z into nonempty 
subconfigurations. 

Since the offspring densities q< are hereditary excluding 0, clearly <I> is 
hereditary excluding 0, and hence J is hereditary. According to (6.1.2) 
the density ( 6.3.11) is nearest-neighbour Markov with respect to the 
connected component relation at range 2R. 

D 

Proof: (Theorem 39) 
The density p(x) of x can be factorised as in (6.1.2). 

By (6.1.4), the density of y with respect to 7r is 

n(x) 

f(y) = eµ(U) Li p(x) L IT qx;(Yc;) d7r(x) 
C1 ,. . .,Cn(x) i=l 

where the inner sum ranges over all ordered partitions of y into disjoint, 
possibly empty subconfigurations. 

First note that by assumption q< (0) = 0, hence the integrand can be 
rewritten as 

n 

p(x) LIT qx;(Ycl(i)) (6.3.13) 
£ i=l 

where E ranges over all surjective mappings of the points of y onto the 
points of x, identified with mappings from { 1, ... , m} onto { 1, ... , n}. 

We can restrict attention to those E such that 

for all j (6.3.14) 

since all other terms are zero. For such E, if z ~ x is an r-clique and 
f- 1(z) = w ~ y, then w must be a 2R + r-clique. To see this. take 
Yi, Yi E w and apply the triangle inequality: 

d(y; - Y1) :::; d(y; - xt(i)) + d(xt(i) - xt(j)) + d(x,(j) - Y1) 

::; R+r+R. 

Let y Di, ... , y Dk,,, be the connected components of y at distance 2R + 
r. Then we can rewrite (6.3.13) as 
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n 

rr <p(z) LIT Qx,(Ye-l(i)) = 

cliques zf;x E i=l 

Any E of the type described above can be represented as a family of 
surjective mappings 

Ek: Dk - D~ = {i I d(xi,Yj) ~ R for some j E Di} 

automatically satisfying the norm condition (6.3.14). Note that xv~ 
form a disjoint partition of x. Thus (6.3.15) is 

IntegratiPg over x and exploiting the form of 7r yields f (y) = 
km n(v) 

eµ.(U) II !NI R L II Qx;(Yek"1(i)) IT cp(z) dtrk(v) 
k=l (YD,1: 63 ) e.1: i=l cliques z~v 

where we write 7rk for the Poisson process on the corresponding expo
nential space Nf(YD1c E9 R). Thus, f factorises as required by (6.1.2). 
The hereditary property follows as in the proof of the previous Theorem. 

D 
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Appendix 

Delta distance 

Initial pattern 

empty 
true 
shifted 
Hough extrema 

MLE 
( coordinatewise) 
.546 
.230 
.367 
.314 

~IAP 

( coordinatewise) 
.404 
.099 
.335 
.170 
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Table .1: Delta distance between the true pattern and the reronstruction 

obtained using coordinatewise ascent. The only transitions ari;> births 

and deaths. 

Initial pattern MLE I MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .210 .140 

true .235 .099 

shifted .260 .291 

Hough extrema .213 .182 

Table .2: Delta distance between the true pattrrn and thr reconstruction 

obtained using steepest ascent. The only transitions are births and 

deaths. 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .093 .140 

true .OOO .OOO 

shifted .192 .291 

Hough extrema .178 .182 

Table .3: Optimal delta distance between the true pattern and inter

mediate reconstructions using steepest ascent. The only transitions are 

births and deaths. 
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Initial pattern MLE MAP 
( coordinatewise) ( coordinatewise) 

empty .528 .207 

true .236 .132 

shifted .344 .132 

Hough extrema .335 .132 

Table .4: Delta distance between the true pattern and the reconstruction 
obtained using coordinatewise ascent. The transitions are births, deaths 
and translations. 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .205 .132 
true .205 .132 
shifted .210 .132 
Hough extrema .220 .132 

Table .5: Delta distance between the true pattern and the reconstruction 
obtained using steepest ascent. The transitions are births, deaths and 
translations. 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .093 .132 
true .OOO .OOO 
shifted .049 .099 
Hough extrema .187 .132 

Table .6: Optimal delta distance between the true pattern and interme
diate reconstructions using steepest ascent. The transitions are births, 
deaths and translations. 
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Figure of merit 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
( coordinatewise) ( coordinatewise) 

empty .627 .733 

true .883 .960 

shifted .794 .815 

Hough extrema .802 .929 

Table . 7: Figure of merit between the true pattern and the reconstruc

tion obtained using coordinatewise ascent. The only transitions are 

births and deaths. 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .900 .944 

true .879 .960 

shifted .865 .859 

Hough extrema .890 .926 

Table .8: Figure of merit between the true pattern and the reconstruc

tion obtained using steepest ascent. The only transitions are births and 

deaths. 

Initial pattern MLE MAP 
(steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .985 .944 

true 1.00 1.00 

shifted .906 .860 

Hough extrema .907 .931 

Table .9: Optimal figure of merit between the true pattern and inter

mediate reconstructions using steepest ascent. The only transitions are 

births and deaths. 
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Initial pattern MLE MAP 
( coordinatewise) (coordinatewise) 

empty .632 .908 

true .881 .948 

f'hifted .809 .948 

Hough extrema .787 .948 

.10: Figure of merit between the true pattern and the reconstruc
tion obtained using coordinatewise ascent. The transitions are births, 
deaths and translations. 

Initial pattern I MLE I MAP 
1 (steepest ascent) (steepest ascent) 

empty .902 .948 
true .902 .948 
shifted .900 .948 
Hough extrema .890 .948 

Table .11: Figure of merit between the true pattern and the reconstruc
tion obtained using steepest ascent. The transitions are births, deaths 
and translations. 

Initial pattern I MLE 
I (steepest ascent) 

empty .985 
true 1 1.00 
shifted I .993 
Hough extrema j .906 

MAP 
(steepest ascent) 
.948 
1.00 
.960 
.948 

Table .12: Optimal figure of merit between the true pattern and interme
diate reconstructions using steepest ascent. The transitions are births, 
deaths and translations. 
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Figure . l: Reconstruction quality at successive steps of coordinatewise 
ascent with the local maxima of the conditional Hough transform as 
initial state. 
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Figure .2: Reconstruction quality for the successive reconstructions ob
tained using steepest ascent starting with a diagonally translated copy 
of the true configuration. 
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Figure .3: Average reconstruction quality for 10 independent realisations 
at different noise levels. Top: coordinatewise ascent; bottom: steepest 
ascent. 
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Figure .6: Delta-2 distance between reconstructed and true pattern as 
a function of time. The cutoff value is 4. 
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Coordinates of points in region II of Strauss' redwood data 

167 5 170 5 
144 6 174 7 
144 8 146 11 
13 12 145 14 

125 17 161 17 
37 18 144 18 

150 19 154 19 
160 19 52 20 
143 20 152 21 
155 22 33 23 
137 23 133 24 
144 24 33 25 
141 25 138 26 
137 27 134 28 
36 30 82 32 
98 36 83 42 
30 45 49 45 
46 46 57 46 
63 48 65 49 
67 51 54 52 
59 54 129 54 

147 54 18 56 
127 56 66 57 
121 58 49 59 
123 59 126 59 
52 60 49 61 
60 61 122 61 

127 61 51 62 
54 62 98 64 

110 70 44 74 

60 76 46 79 

109 79 107 80 

41 81 40 85 

84 89 98 96 

85 107 42 109 

51 109 85 109 

90 109 48 111 

91 111 53 112 

80 113 51 114 

78 115 89 115 

80 116 85 118 
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89 119 70 123 
72 125 71 127 
67 128 62 132 
69 132 65 133 
67 134 21 137 
22 137 23 139 
28 144 28 146 
23 149 25 152 
22 153 22 154 
54 156 15 157 
17 157 20 157 
60 157 16 159 
54 159 58 161 
54 162 50 16 
30 169 47 172 
53 172 51 175 
26 177 46 177 
50 178 25 179 
36 181 39 181 
30 182 32 183 
42 183 
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Strauss object process, 35, 56 
Strauss process, 39, 52 
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Takacs-Fiksel method, 49, 52 
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total variation, 75 
transition probability function, 76 
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Samenvatting 

Het doel van dit proefschrift is te beargumenteren dat de stochastiscbe 
meetkunde een rijke collectie modellen biedt, die toepasbaar zijn binnen 
de beeldanalyse en de ruimtelijke statistiek. 

Objectberkenning is het deelgebied van de beeldanalyse dat zich be
zigboudt met het bepalen of er objecten (van een gegeven type) in een 
ruizig beeld aanwezig zijn, en indien dit het geval is, bet localiseren en 
typeren ervan. Er zijn vele toepassingen, zoals bet automatiscb lezen 
van postcodes of andere documenten, robotvisie, het interpreteren van 
scintigrammen of magnetische resonantiebeelden voor medische doelein
den, de classificatie van sterrenstelsels in astronomie of van cellen in 
cytologie en de detectie van de componenten in ertsen. 

In hoofdstuk 2 bespreken wij eenvoudige statistische technieken en 
laten zien dat er vele connecties zijn met populaire, klassieke metboden 
zoals de Houghtransformatie en de mathematische morfologie. Deze 
methoden hebben als belangrijkste bezwaar, dat ze lijden aan meervou
dige respons, dat wil zeggen: er worden te veel bijna identieke objecten 
gevonden. Orn <lit probleem aan te pakken, stellen wij een Bayesiaanse 
aanpak voor, waarin de a priori verdeling een kleine kans toekent aan 
configuraties met veel overlappende objecten. Een goede keuze voor 
deze a priori verdelingen is de klasse van ruimtelijke Markovprocessen 
uit de stochastiscbe meetkunde. Deze modellen hebben de eigenschap 
dat zij eenvoudig te interpreteren zijn in termen van interacties tussen 
overlappende objecten en dat quotienten van bet type p(Jx)/p(x) ge
makkelijk te berekenen zijn voor eenvoudige transformaties J, zoals bet 
toevoegen of wegnemen van een object. 
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In hoofdstuk 3 geven wij een overzicht van Markov objectprocessen 
en introduceren een model (ten dele reeds bekend in de chemische fy
sica onder de naam 'penetrating spheres'). In tegenstelling tot de meer 
gangbare modellen met uitsluitend interacties tussen twee objecten, is 
dit model geschikt voor zowel het modelleren van afstoting ( objecther
kenning) als van aantrekking (vloeistofmodellen in de chemische fysica). 
Wij tonen aan dat dit model welgedefinieerd is en gezien kan worden als 
de restrictie van een stationair proces op de hele Euclidische ruimte. Het 
model kent interacties tussen willekeurig veel overlappende objecten en 
heeft als afdoende statistische grootheid de bekende geschatte lege ruim
tefunctie. De parameters van het model kunnen warden geschat middels 
de gebruikelijke methoden, maar ook direct via de lege ruimtefunctie en 
de verdelingsfunctie van de afstand tussen punten van het proces. Het 
model kan gezien worden als de zwakke limiet van autologistieke rooster
processen. 

In het midden van de jaren '80 ontwikkelden D. en S. Geman, J. Besag 
en anderen Bayesiaanse modellen en technieken voor segmentatie, het 
in relatief homogene stukken opdelen van een beeld. Hier is zowel de 
data als de gewenste segmentatie een gedigitaliseerd, eindig beeld en de 
a priori verdeling een discreet Markovveld. 

Hierdoor geinspireerd ontwikkelen wij in hoofdstuk 4 een Bayesiaanse 
aanpak van objectherkenning. Wegens het eenvoudige locale gedrag 
van ruimtelijke Markov objectprocessen is het mogelijk zowel iteratieve 
methoden verwant aan Besag's ICM-algorithme als Monte Carlo-tech
nieken gebaseerd op simulaties te ontwikkelen. In plaats van sequentieel 
elk pixel (beeldelementje) een nieuwe stochastische waarde te geven, 
warden geboorte-sterfteprocessen gebruikt. Dit zijn continue-tijds Mar
kovprocessen, waarin de transities bestaan uit het toevoegen (geboorte) 
of wegnemen (sterfte) van een object. Hoewel de nadruk ligt op wiskun
dig begrip, worden de methoden geillustreerd aan de hand van enkele 
eenvoudige voorbeelden. 

Het is belangrijk op te merken dat het niet noodzakelijk is te 'gelo
ven' in de a priori verdeling in de zin dat een goede reconstructie een 
kleine a priori kans kan hebben. Dit is door Besag naar voren gebracht 
als een argument ten gunste van ICM; de globale eigenschappen van 
het a priori model zijn vaak ongewenst, maar alleen de geschikte locale 
eigenschappen worden gebruikt. 

In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken wij een andere toepassing, namelijk het be
palen van de centra van clustering. De data kan hier vele vormen aan
nemen, bijvoorbeeld een patroon van punten in het platte vlak, maar 
ook de uitvoer van een randdetector. Toepassingen zijn onder meer het 
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reconstrueren van de vorige generatie bomen in een woud, het locali
seren van wegen uit de Romeinse tijd aan de hand van archeologische 
vondsten en het bestuderen van breuklijnen in de aardkorst in relatie 
tot het optreden van aardbevingen. De stochastische meetkunde is hier 
behulpzaam bij zowel het (voorwaardelijk) modelleren van de data als 
bij de a priori verdeling. Wij behandelen in detail het eenvoudigste geval 
van ruimtelijke puntpatronen en geven aan hoe dit kan worden uitge
breid. Het is ook van belang de data op te delen in zinvolle groepen. 
Vlij tonen een verband a.an met het klassieke 'k-means' algorithme en 
laten zien dat onder voor de hand liggende voorwaarden de naaste ou
dertoewijzing een meest aannemelijke schatter is. De methode wordt 
geillustreerd aan de hand van een bekend voorbeeld uit de literatuur. 

In hoofdstuk 6 tenslotte la.ten wij zien dat vele clustermechanismen 
Markoveigenschappen bezitten met betrekking tot de samenhangende 
componentenrelatie. Als de ouders een naaste buur l\farkovproces vor
men en de verzameling nakomelingen niet-leeg en begrensd is. is bet to
tale nageslacht weer een naaste buur '.\farkovproces. Dit suggereert dat 
deze klasse modellen een geschikte keuze is voor bet modelleren van een 
populatie zich voortplantende individuen. De resultaten zijn een sterk 
argument voor het vermoeden van l\foller dat naaste buur l\farkovpro
cessen zeer geschikt zijn voor het modelleren van gematigd geclusterde 
patronen, dit in tegenstelling tot de beter bekende l\Iarkovmodellen met 

uitsluitend paarsgewijze interacties. 


